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Chapter 71 – The Battle That Shook the City (8) 

Over ten breaths of time had passed since Yun Che issued the challenge, but no one from the seven 

sects gave a response; it was incomparably embarrassing. Yun Che’s gaze gradually became more 

mocking. At this moment, a youngster from the Burning Heaven Clan’s Outer Sect was unable to hold 

back, and stood up, but was then pulled back by the person next to him, who whispered: “What are you 

doing? There’s not much difference in strength between you and Feng Guangyi. Are you trying to lose 

face for our Heaven Burning Clan?” 

“Damn, that kid is too arrogant!” The youngster clenched his teeth: “If young clan master Zi Luan was 

here right now, he’d beat him to the point that even his own mother wouldn’t recognize him.” 

The Zi Luan he was talking about was their Heaven Burning Clan Outer Sect Master’s son, a genius of the 

younger generation. Even though he cannot be compared to Xiao Luocheng, at the age of sixteen, he 

was already seventh level of the Nascent Profound Realm, and was a step away from the eighth level of 

the Nascent Profound Realm. Amongst the younger generation within New Moon City, he was second 

only to Xiao Luocheng. 

At this moment, a resolute looking youngster from the Iron Spear Clan slowly walked out. He was about 

the same age as Yun Che, yet he did not give off a bit of immaturity, and instead possessed a composure 

that was inconsistent with his age. He stood in front of Yun Che, slightly nodded and calmly stated: “Iron 

Spear Clan’s Tie Hengjun, seventeen years old this year. I’m not eligible to challenge you. But watching 

you defeat one foe after another with such a haughty and regal demeanor, there’s admiration in my 

heart; therefore, I’d like to exchange pointers with you......It’s just because I admire you, there are no 

other intentions. If you feel I am too old and is not eligible to spar with you, you can refuse and I will 

definitely not pursue any further.” 

“Whoa! That’s the Iron Spear Clan’s young clan master! It’s actually him that has stepped up this time!” 

“I heard three months ago he was already at the fourth rank of Nascent Profound Realm! Also, his ability 

with the spear had already reached perfection! It wouldn’t be difficult at all for him to defeat someone 

who’s one or two ranks higher.” 

Once Tie Hengjun stepped out, apart from Yun Che, there was not a single disciple or elder present who 

did not recognize him. As the Iron Spear Clan’s young clan master, his reputation, influence, or even his 

position in New Moon City was not inferior to the Governor’s. And there was no need to doubt his 

strength either; a seventeen years old at the fourth level of the Nascent Profound Realm was considered 

top-tier in the seven major sects. Although not considered the finest, Iron Spear Clan’s emphasis was 

not in Profound Strength, but in the study of the spear! Their Profound Strength may be ranked lowest 

amongst the seven major sects, but with their combined True Strength, they ranked in the middle. 

“For Tie Hengjun to actually come out; it should be a piece of cake for him to defeat Yun Che. But he’s 

already seventeen years old, so his victory would be natural and expected. This doesn’t vent my anger at 

all.” A disciple of Profound Heart Sect stated. 



“It really is a bit unfair. Although if he ends up cutting off his arms and legs or what not, hehe, that’s not 

bad either. I really can’t stand that Yun Che’s arrogant face any longer.” Another person said with 

hatred. 

People from New Moon Profound Palace also thought that maybe Tie Hengjun was only using this 

“exchange of pointers” as an excuse to injure Yun Che, so he would be unable to continue challenging 

others. After all, with his strength of being the Iron Spear Clan’s young clan master and a fourth ranker 

of the Nascent Profound Realm, he could certainly accomplish this. At this moment, a few New Moon 

Profound Palace seventeen years old disciples tensely grasped both hands, eager to use the age range as 

an excuse to go up and defeat Tie Hengjun; but after remembering who Tie Hengjun was, and his 

strength, in the end, none of these seventeen years old disciples dared to step up. 

From Tie Hengjun’s face and eyes, Yun Che could see his eagerness and sincerity, and no other ulterior 

motives. His heart was slightly startled as he realized not all the disciples of the seven major sects were 

arrogant trash. This Tie Hengjun was young in years, but was already this steadfast, his entire body had a 

seldomly seen air of righteousness. he was also proud, but his proudness was an unyielding character a 

man should have, and was not a wild arrogance. 

Yun Che’s earlier performance made admiration surface in his heart; at the same time, it made his heart 

itch, and he genuinely wanted to exchange pointers with Yun Che. 

At once, Yun Che smiled slightly and said: “Brother Tie, what are you saying, you’re the young master of 

Iron Spear Clan. For you to challenge this nobody in front of all these people, you’re already thinking too 

highly of me. I would be extremely honored to have a match with Brother Tie. So, let us begin.” 

With that, Yun Che took half a step back and raised his right arm. 

Tie Hengjun stared blankly. Never would he have expected that Yun Che, who was clearly arrogant 

without bounds until now, would actually treat him in this way. His heart immediately warmed as he 

also revealed a slight smile on his face: “Since it’s like this, Younger Brother Yun and I shall have a proper 

exchange of pointers! Younger Brother Yun, you’ve already fought three consecutive rounds, so it’s 

inevitable that your Profound Energy has been spent to an extent; although winning or losing doesn’t 

matter in an exchange of pointers, if we were to start right away, it wouldn’t be fair for you. How 

about......” 

“No need.” Yun Che shook his head and smiled: “I am grateful for Brother Tie’s consideration, but you 

can be at ease. Even though I fought in three consecutive rounds, all three were finished in the blink of 

an eye, I had barely used up any of my Profound Energy; therefore, there’s no need for me to rest. For 

my spar with Brother Tie, I will naturally have to give it my best.” 

Tie Hengjun did not persist and nodded as he reached out to touch his spatial ring. A silver spear as long 

as his height appeared in his hand; he pointed it downward at an angle: “This spear is called ‘Piercing 

Cloud’, a True Profound Tool and a heirloom. I consider this precious spear as a part of my own life and 

it has never left my side. I’ll be using Piercing Cloud for this exchange with Younger Brother Yun. 

Younger Brother Yun, show your weapon.” 

Yun Che slightly shook his head: “There’s no need, I’ll be using my hands to spar with Brother Tie.” 



Tie Hengjun was taken aback for a moment, then nodded: “As expected, Younger Brother Yun is 

haughty. Since it’s this way...” 

“Don’t misunderstand, Brother Tie.” Yun Che immediately said: “It’s not that I don’t think Brother Tie 

isn’t worthy of me using a weapon, but rather that I’ve never used weapons before; the only weapons 

I’ve ever used are my hands. If I were to use one now, it would just bind me and I wouldn’t know what 

to do with it.” 

Yun Che’s heart had always believed in this: If someone showed him a bit of respect, he would return 

the respect ten fold. If someone wronged him by an inch, he would pay it back with a smack of a stick. If 

someone wrongs him dearly, he will immediately torture them to death; this was Yun Che’s nature. Tie 

Hengjun was genuinely respectful towards him, so it was only natural for him to show Tie Hengjun 

courtesy and due respect. 

Tie Hengjun seriously looked at Yun Che, then let out a hearty laugh: “Hahahaha, great! So Younger 

Brother Yun Che isn’t one of those arrogant and haughty people after all. Looks like I’ll get to enjoy this 

exchange to my heart’s content. Then, Younger Brother Yun should take care, my Piercing Cloud spear 

has never lost to one who’s younger than me!” 

“Brother Tie will also need to take care!” Yun Che slowly extended his hand, and Evil God Arts First 

Realm —— Evil Soul, immediately opened! Facing Tie Hengjun, who was far better than Feng Guangyi 

and Yan Ming, it was necessary for him to sustain this state of “Evil Soul” or he would definitely not have 

a chance at defeating him. At the same time, this was a kind of respect for Tie Hengjun . 

“In that case, receive this spear!!” 

Tie Hengjun roared as his entire body released profound energy, Piercing Cloud fiercely shot out 

towards Yun Che. His movement did not appear to be fast, but the spear point seemed to be like 

lightning striking out of a cloud; it carried an immense might and appeared in front of Yun Che in an 

instant. Even the surrounding air was split apart, and created a flash of ripples. 

Yun Che’s pupils slightly contracted as he quickly retreated backwards, leaned to one side, and barely 

dodged the attack. Just as he was about to counterattack, a dangerous gust of wind suddenly came from 

his left...... 

Generally speaking, the more power a spear strike possessed, the slower the speed of retracting the 

spear, and its openings would become bigger; however, as Tie Hengjun’s Piercing Cloud struck the air, it 

suddenly swept across in a flash, and greatly surprised Yun Che. He withdrew his hands as quick as 

lightning; he then folded his wrists to support his waist, and forcibly blocked it. 

BANG! ! 

As his wrists blocked the body of the spear, a violent shock came from the spear, which caused him to 

take three consecutive steps back, and almost ruptured the Profound Energy protecting his body. 

“Great spear power! Great spear technique!” Yun Che couldn’t help but exclaim. Even though Tie 

Hengjun’s was still young, his ability to handle a spear, definitely, could already be considered master 

class. 

“Flood Dragon Breaking Clouds!” 



Tie Hengjun’s Piercing Cloud swept across once again as the afterimages of the spear danced about, and 

forced Yun Che to back off far away. The spear was the most oppressive amongst hundreds of the 

weapons; its domineering force and power could not be compared with any other type of weapon. It 

was the most difficult to master, but once mastered, not to mention an enemy’s counterattack, one 

would not even be able to get close. 

“Flood Dragon Scouts The Abyss!” 

“Flaming Meteor!” 

“Roaring Azure Sea!” 

............ 

Tie Hengjun roared every time he struck out with his spear. In a short time, everyone’s eyes were filled 

with the afterimages of his spear; its tyrannical strikes forced Yun Che back step by step. 

“Sweeping Through A Thousand!” 

Tie Hengjun leaped fifteen meters as his Piercing Cloud swept across the air to attack Yun Che; even 

from fifteen meters away, the dominating force had already almost made Yun Che incapable of opening 

his eyes. Under Tie Hengjun’s dozen or so spear strikes, Yun Che had already been forced to the edge of 

the hall. Since Yun Che was unable to dodge it this time, he howled as he faced upwards, and 

unyieldingly struck out against Tie Hengjun’s Piercing Cloud with his arm. 

“AH!” New Moon Profound Palace disciples cried out in shock. 

Yun Che’s profound strength could thwart an opponent of Nascent Profound Realm of the third rank; 

however, Tie Hengjun’s spear not only contained pure Profound Strength, but it also had an overbearing 

might of the spear! How could one forcefully try to block the highest level of a spear’s attack with bare 

arms. 

However, as Tie Hengjun’s spear and Yun Che’s arms collided, the sound of collision wasn’t very loud. In 

the split second that they met, Yun Che’s arm offsetted diagonally; he borrowed Piercing Cloud’s force 

to completely change its trajectory, and at the same time, thoroughly negate the spear’s force. Then, he 

quickly attacked, to directly strike at Tie Hengjun’s chest. 

Tie Hengjun quickly retracted the spear, but was unable to regain his posture in time, and was easily 

blown away by Yun Che. However, he did not panic in the slightest and roared as Piercing Cloud’s 

magnificent silver shadow flashed again; it no longer had an overbearing force, but rather, it struck 

upwards from an unconventional angle towards Yun Che’s throat, as if it was an intelligent silver snake. 

Yun Che’s breath paused as he bursted backwards using Star God’s Broken Shadow to dodge and heavily 

smash down onto the spear at the same time; which then forced Tie Hengjun to take several steps back. 

Separated at a distance, Tie Hengjun and Yun Che did not immediately clash again. The entire palace 

once again, fell into an absolute silence. 

Even though only a dozen or so moves had been executed in this brief moment, Tie Hengjun’s usage of 

the spear that was at times like a violent storm and at times like an intelligent snake, coupled with his 

astonishing control of his spear, were all extremely amazing; to think that this kind of skill of the spear, 



was actually accomplished by a mere seventeen year old youngster. The disciples of the same age and 

rank were all shocked without exception. They had to admit that even though they may be of the same 

rank as Tie Hengjun, there were by no means, his match. 

Even Tie Hengjun’s father, Tie Zhancang, continuously nodded in silence with a smile of satisfaction. 

And most shocking of all, when faced with the power and technique of the spear, in addition to the 

difference of three ranks in Profound Strength, Yun Che unexpectedly didn’t even suffer a single injury 

even after more than ten moves! Moreover, he was almost evenly matched with Tie Hengjun! Everyone 

was shocked to the point of not being able to move; some even had their mouth wide open, and 

couldn’t close them back for a long time. 

“Looks like exchanging pointers with Younger Brother Yun, was a choice that could not be more right.” 

Tie Hengjun swung Piercing Cloud with a look of excitement on his steadfast face. 

“Same here, same here.” Yun Che faintly smiled and then, his tone also carried a subtle warning: “Then, 

Brother Tie, about what’s coming next, you’ll need to be careful!” 

Tie Hengjun’s spear technique was practically invulnerable, it was difficult to find an opening in it. Since 

it was so, the best method to defeat him in the shortest amount of time was to use an overwhelming 

force to forcibly break through his spear wielding posture. 

Yun Che narrowed his eyes slightly. Under the “Evil Soul” state, the berserking profound energy from his 

Profound Veins entered his arms without reservation. 

Chapter 72 – The Battle That Shook the City (9) 

“Haha, good! To be honest, I suddenly kind of wish that Brother Yun will defeat me. Having said that, I 

definitely won’t hold back!” 

As Tie Hengjun let out a loud laugh, his gaze had already regained its former chill. He swung his silver 

spear across and roared: “Receive this spear of mine.... Dragon of the Rising Sun!! 

An enormous wave of pressure gathered upon the spear. As the Piercing Cloud Spear danced, the 

people inside the palace actually heard the faint cries of a dragon, as astonishment emerged on their 

faces, one after another. And at this time, the Piercing Cloud Spear had also horizontally swept toward 

Yun Che... This move could either thrust or sweep; thrusting would pierce anything, and sweeping could 

sway thousands. Since Tie Hengjun chose to sweep, it clearly showed his understanding of this spear’s 

power; if he had chosen to thrust, Yun Che may be gravely injured if he was unable to dodge under the 

oppression of the spear’s imposing aura; but with a sweep, not only would it be easier to hit Yun Che, 

but it was also unlikely to cause any irreparable damage. 

As the silver spear fell, it carried an astonishing momentum like that of a seismic tsunami in the 

turbulent times of a raging storm. This shock caused by this spear, definitely surpassed any single one of 

Tie Hengjun’s earlier moves. 

However, what shocked Tie Hengjun as well as everyone else, was that when faced with this frightening 

force, Yun Che didn’t choose to dodge using his bizarre movement profound skill at all; but instead 

stood in place and raised his right arm to welcome the Piercing Cloud spear that horizontally swept in his 

direction. 



“F*ck! Is he crazy!!” A large number of disciples in the palace straight up exclaimed out loud. 

“Dodge it quickly!!” Roared all four of the New Moon Palace’s Elders. As strong masters that far 

surpassed these juniors, they could obviously see how alarming of a power was behind this spear of Tie 

Hengjun. 

However, Yun Che didn’t listen at all; instead, his arm sped up and violently collided onto the Piercing 

Cloud Spear that carried such an immense power. 

CLANG!! 

Inside the Main Palace, the ear-piercing sound of colliding metal sounded. 

The moment Yun Che’s arm smashed onto the Piercing Cloud Spear, Tie Hengjun had thought that this 

one spear would be able to sweep him flying for a few dozen meters. However, in that instant, his pupils 

suddenly contracted to the size of a needle; because, he felt as if his Piercing Cloud spear had swept into 

an indestructible and impeccably thick steel plate, as a massive wave of shock traveled back from the 

spear... 

Tie Hengjun suddenly felt nauseous inside his chest. He flew backwards with a single backflip and was 

only able to barely come to a stop after retreating another five or six steps back. His arms that held the 

spear also became slightly numb. If not for his control with the spear that had already been embedded 

all the way into his bone marrows, the counter shockwave from earlier would’ve been enough to disarm 

the silver spear from his hands. 

Yet Yun Che, only took two or three steps back, to then already be firmly standing in place. He shook his 

arms that were also somewhat numb, and faintly smiled. 

“Wh... What!!” Tie Hengjun’s father, Iron Spear Clan’s Clan Master, Tie Zhancang, abruptly stood up. 

One of the seven major sect’s Clan Masters, that could shake New Moon City, was actually shocked 

enough by this scene to lose his composure! As Clan Master of the Iron Spear Clan, he knew how 

frighteningly powerful the move “Dragon of the Rising Sun” was better, than anyone. Even for 

opponents three ranks above Tie Hengjun in profound strength, they would not necessarily be able to 

receive it head on. 

Yet Yun Che, a mere first ranker of the Nascent Profound Realm, actually.... Actually!!!! 

Since Tie Zhancang was already like this, there was even less of a point to mention anyone else; Iron 

Spear Clan’s disciple’s jaws were almost shocked open to the point of touching the floor, and the 

eyeballs of New Moon Profound Palace’s four Elders were also about to burst out of their sockets. In this 

short period of time, Yun Che had already given them one shock after another; and this time, they were 

almost shaken up to the point of losing their integrity, just so they could yell out on the spot. 

After defending against this spear, Yun Che’s expression became even more calm; because he knew that 

this battle would definitely still end in his victory. Although “Evil Soul” was only the first and the weakest 

realm of the Evil God Arts, the extent of its terrifying power still far surpassed his expectations. He 

looked at the Tie Hengjun who had a dumbfounded expression, and spoke while smiling: “Brother Tie, 

it’s my turn to attack now!” 



Yun Che took a step forward, and closed in on Tie Hengjun’s body in a blink of an eye, like a roving 

dragon. Tie Hengjun’s state of mind was as expected; it was incomparable to peers of the same age, for 

he immediately recovered from his bewilderment. The Piercing Cloud Spear was raised up like lightning, 

and swept toward Yun Che who was already near. 

CLANG!! 

As the Piercing Cloud Spear slammed into Yun Che’s right fist, the noise of metal colliding resounded 

again. Tie Hengjun’s body leaned backwards, his hand numbed and almost dropped his spear. He was 

even surprised in his heart.... His profound strength of the Nascent Profound Realm’s fourth level, 

coupled with the power of the spear, was actually so easily blocked by a single fist; how could this 

strength possibly belong to a first ranker of the Nascent Profound Realm! 

Under the astonishment, Tie Hengjun fiercely breathed in and unreservedly released the profound 

energy inside his entire body. His control over the spear was displayed to his limit; Piercing Cloud Spear 

swung out afterimages that covered the sky, and caged Yun Che’s entire body within them. 

Clang! 

Clang! 

Clang! 

Clang.... 

Clang! 

The Cloud Piercing Spear continued to collide a dozen more times with Yun Che’s fists, as it emitted the 

incredibly intense sounds of vibrating metal. At the final collision, Yun Che’s gaze became solemn; both 

of his fists simultaneously shot out, and directly smashed into the Cloud Piercing Spear. 

CLANG!!!! 

“Ugh!” 

Tie Hengjun let out a smothered groan and staggeringly retreated as if he was under the assault of an 

irresistible storm. Only after retreating more than dozen of steps did he finally finally come to a 

standstill; both his hands, which held onto the Cloud Piercing Spear, trembled again and again. 

Yun Che lowered both hands and calmly looked in his direction, but did not continue to further attack. 

Tie Hengjun let out a long sigh of relief, as he withdrew the Cloud Piercing Spear back into his Spatial 

Ring. After straightening his body, he revealed a grateful smile toward Yun Che and spoke: “Brother Yun, 

I lost, and I am sincerely convinced about my loss.” 

Others wouldn’t be able know, but Tie Hengjun had clearly understood that the last collision was 

completely over of his tolerance range; it was enough to knock the Piercing Cloud Spear directly out of 

his hands. However, right before his Cloud Piercing Spear was about to leave his hands, the overbearing 

profound energy suddenly withdrew... Since the Iron Spear Clan even used “Spear” for its name, one 

could obviously see how importantly they view the spear. Before the battle, Tie Hengjun had also 

mentioned to Yun Che that the Piercing Cloud Spear was his partner; it was seen to be as important as 



his own life, and had never left his side. For these type of people, to be disarmed of their weapons, was 

a tremendous humiliation that would be even harder to accept than death. 

“If it’s possible, I truly wish to become friends with Brother Yun.” Tie Hengjun said. 

“With those words of yours, we’re already friends.” Yun Che said while smiling. 

Tie Hengjun was stumped for words. Then, he cupped a fist at Yun Che as he smiled sincerely, and 

casually walked down. 

“Father, I lost; sincerely lost and conceded, yet also lost very happily.” Tie Hengjun calmly stated as he 

arrived next to his father, Tie Zhancang’s side. 

“What a splendid exchange of pointers.” Tie Zhancang sincerely exclaimed: “Your improvement made 

me both amazed and gratified. Although you lost, it’s definitely not because you are weak; instead, your 

progress has already surpassed my expectations. However, this child named Yun Che....” He glanced at 

Yun Che with a profound gaze: “This child, will certainly become a true dragon amongst the clouds in the 

future. But this time, he provoked almost all of the New Moon City’s great sects at once; even knowing 

what kind of calamity may befall him, are you still willing to become his friend?” 

Tie Hengjun didn’t even think about it, and immediately nodded. 

“Good! Now that’s a real man, that’s truly the son of I, Tie Zhancang.” Tie Zhangcang gleefully laughed. 

Roars of clamor bursted within the Main Palace. 

“He actually prevailed over that Tie Hengjun! My heavens! Am I actually dreaming about this? 

“Is he really in the first level of the Nascent Profound Realm? Sss~~~ How could this be possible! Too 

frightening.... too frightening!” 

Tie Hengjun was a genius worthy of his title.... but this Yun Che, was simply just a monster!! 

For the seven sect’s Sect Masters and Elders, it was difficult for their attention to not fall onto Yun Che’s 

body at this time. The New Moon Profound Palace that they had always looked down upon, 

unexpectedly brought out this kind of character. Defeating Profound Heart Sect’s Xuan Yu, Cloudy Sun 

Sect’s Yan Ming, Stormy Profound Palace’s Feng Guangyi, and even Iron Spear Clan’s Young Clan Master 

Tie Hengjun, with only a profound strength of the first level Nascent Profound Realm.... If one didn’t see 

it happen in person, they would never believe it! 

Their former plan of playing rough with the newly appointed Palace Chief was thoroughly disrupted by 

Yun Che, and instead turned into his one-man show. In turn, it also allowed New Moon Profound Palace 

to completely show off in their presence, and even slapped them a few times in the face. 

“Brother-in-law.... is that really my brother-in-law?” Xia Yuanba opened his eyes wide as he watched the 

awe-inspiring figure that attracted everyone’s gaze in the center of the Main Palace. He was unable to 

connect that figure with the crippled Yun Che, who had to suffer from all kinds of ridicule and contempt, 

who also needed his protection, together. 

Every one of the New Moon Profound Palace’s male disciples tightly gripped their fists, as their eyes 

shined with excitement, since they didn’t know how to express their current feelings. And the eyes of 



the female disciples who looked at Yun Che were already filled with stars. Especially Ye Hongling, who 

had spoke with Yun Che before; when thinking about how she actually told Yun Che “if you have any 

problems, Senior Sister will help you” before, she couldn’t help it but blush out of embarrassment.... At 

just how overreaching those big words were. 

Of course, among them, were also people who were envious with jealous hate; such as.... Murong Ye. 

As the surrounding disciples cheered on Yun Che in their hearts, he had continuously snorted and had an 

extremely unpleasant feeling in his heart. It was because this time, Yun Che had bathed inside the 

limelight for far too long, and even allowed all disciples of New Moon Profound Palace to boldly stand 

tall; one could imagine how high of a popularity Yun Che would have in New Moon Profound Palace 

from now on.... It may even far surpass him, who had always been the most popular inside the New 

Moon Profound Palace. 

When he looked at Lan Xueruo, he discovered that she was staring unblinkingly at Yun Che with an 

abnormal luster in her eyes; one that she had never revealed to him. Instantly, the fire of jealousy crazily 

exploded inside his heart, as his teeth also tightly clenched together... You’re just a feral brat at the first 

level of Nascent Profound Realm who came from a remote little city! You have stolen the show enough; 

after today, I’ll make you understand who’s the real boss of New Moon Profound Palace! 

“Counting Brother Tie, that makes four.... Who shall be next?” 

Yun Che stood in the middle of the Main Palace, and faced the seven sects as he once again, issued his 

challenge. 

Defeating a Feng Guangyi, had already frightened the sixteen year old age group enough that no one 

would dare to accept the challenge; now he had also defeated Tie Hengjun, the sixteen year olds even 

more so, did not dare to make a sound. Even after almost half a minute, no one from the seven sects 

had answered the challenge. And at this time, a voice full of disdain resounded: “In the sixteen year old 

category, neither the number nor quality of the disciples we have brought are good. For the sixteen year 

old age group, this will count as our loss. Hehe, do you dare to allow your Profound Palace’s seventeen 

and eighteen year old disciples to come up and exchange pointers with us?” 

As these words rang out, it immediately received positive responses from the seven sects. However, Yun 

Che made a cold laugh: “Want to challenge our New Moon Profound Palace disciples who are above 

sixteen years old? That’s fine; however, you should at least defeat me, who is only sixteen, right? How 

else would you have the qualifications to challenge my Senior Brothers and Sisters... Heh, this brother 

that spoke up, you seemed to be around eighteen or nineteen? How about you challenge me, a sixteen 

year old New Moon Profound Palace disciple? If you win against me, you can challenge any of my Senior 

Brothers and Sisters as you wish. However, if you can’t even defeat a sixteen year old like me, heh...” 

The crowd looked in the direction of the person who spoke up. As he lifted his head, everyone’s gaze 

suddenly straightened. The disciples who were about to instantly shout, all became quiet, and even the 

Elders of New Moon Profound Palace exhibited alarm in their eyes. 

This person.... This person is.... 



This eighteen or nineteen year old had a slightly pale face. He glanced apathetically at Yun Che with his 

indifferent gaze that was like a pool of dead water, and laughed with contempt as if he had heard some 

vulgar and uninteresting joke: “You’re saying that... You want to challenge me?” 

Chapter 73 – Clashing with Lu Zhannan 

“No, you’re the one that’s challenging me.” 

This person’s expression and eyes all revealed extreme disdain. Confronted with such an expression and 

attitude, Yun Che’s eyebrows slightly raised as his eyebrows, as his gaze also became dangerous. 

The fact of who challenged whom, were naturally two different concepts. Only the weak was supposed 

to challenge the strong; if one lost, it was just a defeat, but if one wins, then they would replace the 

strong. But for the strong against the weak, instead of calling that a challenge, it would just be taking an 

unfair advantage over another. 

With just a few words, they were already tit for tat. The atmosphere in the main hall quietly changed. 

“Heh-heh heh-heh.” The person laughed indifferently and with a strange movement, while only taking a 

few steps, he easily moved a distance of a few dozen meters and appeared in front of Yun Che. The 

space between his narrowed eyes transmitted a cold light of indifference: “In that case, I’ll do as you’ve 

said. I’ve already thwarted countless geniuses, and it looks like I’ll have to add one more today.” 

“Lu...... Lu Zhannan! !” When he appeared in the middle of the Main Palace, many disciples immediately 

shouted out his name. 

“That person...... isn’t he Seven Deadly Sword Pavilion’s Cold-Blooded Lu ?” 

“That’s right! That’s definitely him! Yun Che wants to have a match with him? Th-th-this...... their 

strengths aren’t even on the same level! Furthermore, that “Cold-Blooded Lu” nickname isn’t just a 

sham! To have a match with him...... does Yun Che not care about his life anymore!?” 

The Palace was immediately filled with chaotic whisperings; because for the two standing in the center 

of the palace right now, no one had ever expected them to fight against each other. It was because they 

were on two completely different planes of existence.... Yun Che was sixteen, but Lu Zhannan was 

already eighteen! After the age of thirty, a few years of difference in age wouldn’t be a problem at all; 

because at that age, the profound power’s accumulation would already become minor, and the key 

factor was innate talent. If one had enough innate talent, they would be able to breakthrough the True 

Profound Realm or Spirit Profound Realm. If one didn’t have the talent, they may get stuck at the True 

Profound Realm bottleneck for life, and never breakthrough. 

However, the period before twenty years of age, was exactly the critical period for the accumulation of 

profound strength. Not to mention one year of difference in age, even half a year’s difference would 

mean a large disparity in profound strength. For example, although sixteen year olds at the first level of 

the Nascent Profound Realm were considered fine talents in New Moon City, they were still a dime a 

dozen; however, for fifteen year olds at the first level of the Nascent Profound Realm, they would be 

considered a top-notch genius and less than five people could be found in the entire New Moon City. 

Before twenty, it would definitely not be an exaggeration to say that one year of age was a difference 

between heaven and earth. 



Therefore, the matches between people who had not yet reached the age of twenty, were generally 

held between those of the same age; it would be extremely unfair otherwise. 

Yun Che and this Lu Zhannan had a full two years of difference in age! In addition, Lu Zhannan’s 

profound strength was also as high as the seventh level of Nascent Profound Realm! No matter the age 

or profound strength, they were considered to be people from two different realms! The fight between 

these two, simply could not be referred to as a “match”; it could only be considered to be a complete 

one-sided domination! 

Because of the age gap, no matter how thick the skin on Lu Zhannan’s face was, it would be impossible 

for him take the initiative and enter the stage. However in this case, Yun Che was clearly the one actively 

challenging Lu Zhannan, which made it a entirely different notion; if Lu Zhanan were to not accept the 

challenge, wouldn’t it mean that he was scared of Yun Che! 

From everyone’s viewpoint.... Yun Che’s victory against Xuan Yu, Yan Ming, and Feng Guangyi was 

already very impressive. Winning against Tie Hengjun was not just impressive, but also made him an 

abnormality; But to challenge the eighteen year old Lu Zhannan who was at the seventh rank of the 

Nascent Profound Realm.... That f*cker’s completely getting ahead of himself, and is just asking to be 

abused! 

First ranker of the Nascent Profound Realm verses a seventh ranker of Nascent Profound Realm; that 

was a difference of more than half a Profound Realm! This was a enormous disparity that almost 

couldn’t be compensated by any means; how could it be fought? 

Disciples from the seven sect’s side gloated one after another. To actively challenge Lu Zhannan? That’s 

simply courting death! Lu Zhannan’s nickname was “Cold-blooded Lu” because his heart was cold and 

ruthless; anytime he fought, there was bound to be bloodshed. Yun Che losing while fighting him would 

actually be secondary; and having a mere arm or hand chopped off could even be considered as getting 

off light. 

All the Elders of New Moon Profound Palace were already shocked to the point of turning pale. They 

were fully aware of this Lu Zhannan’s character. If Yun Che fought with him, there’s an extremely high 

chance that he would be crippled by Lu Zhannan, and New Moon Profound Palace would inevitably lose 

an one in a century genius because of this. Si Konghan quickly gave Lan Xueruo a meaningful glance; but 

before he even spoke up, Lan Xueruo had already stood up in advance, took quick steps to Yun Che’s 

front to block him, and spoke: “Junior Brother Yun, leave this battle to me. He is two years older than 

you, it’s simply not suitable for you two to exchange pointers.” 

Yun Che however, shook his head and said with a face full of confidence: “There’s no need. Against this 

kind of rubbish, there’s no need for Senior Sister to fight yet. Although I’m two years younger than him, 

that’s still completely enough.” 

At first, when Lan Xueruo stepped onto the stage, disciples from the seven sects were all shouting ‘it’s 

too bad’ in their minds; if Yun Che had just left while going with the flow, no one would be able to 

object. Lan Xueruo was eighteen, so it was ideal for her to battle against Lu Zhannan. But unexpectedly, 

this Yun Che was stubborn, and actually persisted to want to fight against Lu Zhannan. This made quite a 

few of the seven sects’ disciples, immediately spurt out in laughter. 



Lan Xueruo froze for a bit, and then anxiously said: “Junior Brother Yun! Don’t act on impulse; this 

person possesses a profound strength at the seventh level of Nascent Profound Realm and has a cruel 

mind; it’s fundamentally not something that you can deal with. You had better leave this to me.” 

However, Yun Che still shook his head, and instead revealed a faint smile on his face: “I thank Senior 

Sister for the concern, but Senior Sister does not need to worry. Since I’ve already become a disciple of 

New Moon Profound Palace, I definitely won’t lose New Moon Profound Palace’s face.” 

Yun Che’s smile carried a kind of inexplicable charisma. Since he was so persistent, Lan Xueruo couldn’t 

voice any more objections either; she could only deeply sigh in her heart, and exhorted while looking at 

Yun Che with a complicated gaze: “You wouldn’t lose face for New Moon Profound Palace even if you 

lost this match. So, no matter what, you have to protect yourself well... This person’s nickname is “Cold-

Blooded”; it’s possible for him to kill even under the Profound Palace Chief’s nose, so you must be 

careful! If it comes down to it, it’s not shameful even if you resign!” 

Yun Che lightly nodded at Lan Xueruo. Lan Xueruo took two steps back, and reluctantly retreated back 

into the seatings. However, the entirety of Xia Yuanba’s heart hung on a string; even though only six 

months had passed since he entered New Moon City, he still had heard of the name Cold-Blooded Lu. 

“I really appreciate your completely undisguised insolent and arrogant personality.” Lu Zhannan spoke 

indifferently with a deep and cold voice: “But what a pity, your insolence is too overreaching. These kind 

of people, usually die early.” 

“No need for anymore nonsense, just state your name.” Yun Che expressionlessly spoke. 

“Name?” Lu Zhannan slightly raised his head; his long and narrow eyes were filled with ice-cold 

contempt and ridicule: “You’re... not even worthy of knowing.” 

“Alright, I take that back.” Yun Che curled his lips: “I already don’t have the slightest interest in your 

name anymore, because you’re only one of the most mundane stepping stones in the road of my life. 

For a stepping stone, I certainly have no interest in its name.” 

“Hehe, this may be the last self confident words you can say in this lifetime.” Lu Zhanan loftily smiled. He 

felt that this insolent youngster before his eyes, was not only arrogant without bounds, but was also 

conceited and foolish to the extreme. 

“Looks like, this Yun Che brat can already be considered crippled. I can feel that this Lu Zhannan had 

already become belligerent.” The middle aged man of the Xiao Sect’s Branch Sect spoke while shaking 

his head. 

“Lu Zhannan was already ruthless in the first place. In addition to being provoked by him in many ways, 

how could he possibly not be merciless.” Xiao Luocheng shook his head with a faint smile, and said with 

a low voice: “After seeing him win against Tie Hengjun, I had originally wanted go up and squash him 

down; to make him know what a real genius is. But looking at it now, it seems like I won’t be needed 

anymore.” 

The middle aged man hastily spoke up: “What kind of strength and status does Young Sect Master have! 

How could that insolent brat possibly be worthy for Young Sect Master to personally dispose of.” 

Xiao Luocheng faintly smiled, and no longer spoke. 



“I’ll have to say, your insolence has successfully given me a strong desire to destroy you. Properly enjoy 

the last few seconds of your intact body, heh...” As Lu Zhannan’s right hand touched his left, a 

longsword of almost four feet long was already gripped in his hand. The corner of his mouth formed a 

vicious grin. From a standstill, his body suddenly bursted into a line of black phantoms in the center of 

the palace; in an instant, he closed the distance to be within three steps of Yun Che under a whistling 

similar to that of a violent storm. 

“Seven Deadly Sword Pavilion’s Movement Profound Skill.... Tempest Style Drifting Clouds!” 

*Shing~~~* 

Accompanying the storm-like movement of Lu Zhannan, the sword grasped in his right hand suddenly 

rang out a heart-chilling sound of its vibrating blade tip. In the next moment, Lu Zhannan’s longsword 

suddenly thrusted out as if it was a strike of lightning.... That flash of the sword, was like the shine of a 

suddenly raging thunderbolt; it was so quick that one could only catch a glimpse of the glaring cold light 

that flashed by. 

“It’s the Flash of Lightning! Senior Brother Lu actually used this move right away; it seems like he wants 

to cripple this insolent brat in one move!” A young disciple of Seven Deadly Sword Pavilion exclaimed. 

“That’s for certain. If Senior Brother Lu let this brat cross more than three moves with him, it wouldn’t 

be Senior Brother Lu anymore.” Another disciple of the Seven Deadly Sword Pavilion said as a matter of 

fact. 

This splendid thrust of a sword was at the pinnacle of swiftness, and the slim sword’s body was also 

infused with Lu Zhannan’s powerful profound energy. The momentum behind the sword was also strong 

to an inconceivable degree. This sword move could be said to be impeccably perfect. Seven Deadly 

Sword Pavilion was famous for thousand of miles as the “Swift Sword”, and on Lu Zhannan’s body, the 

two words “Swift Sword” was exhibited perfectly. 

Riiip!! 

“AH!!!” 

The ear-piercing sound of air being torn apart resounded. The lightning-like sword directly went through 

Yun Che’s silhouette amidst the screams of New Moon Profound Palace’s disciples. Together, the man 

and the sword directly went through his body.... 

But unfortunately, it was only an afterimage. 

“He actually... dodged it? How can that be possible?” Seven Deadly Sword Pavilion’s disciples yelled out 

in shock one after another. That “Flash of Lightning” move from Lu Zhannan earlier, could be said to 

have been executed perfectly; none of the disciples who had came here with him was confident enough 

to execute the move to his degree. That speed of the sword, was almost worthy to shake the heavens 

and even make the gods cry; even if one was prepared for it, it would still be extremely difficult to 

dodge. However, it was clearly Yun Che’s first time fighting with a disciple of Seven Deadly Sword 

Pavilion, so he ought to not be familiar with Seven Deadly Sword Pavilion’s sword moves. Under no 

preparations at all... He had actually managed to dodge it! 



“It was actually dodged!” New Moon Profound Palace elders were also surprised as two of them 

excitingly stood up from their seats. Not only was Yun Che’s Profound Strength thick to the point of 

being impossible to comprehend, he also possessed a bizarre, but fantastic Profound Movement Skill; 

and even his reaction time, was actually also this astonishing. 

“So fast!” Yun Che’s brows slightly sank. If he had not already opened all of his Profound Veins and 

utilized the fastest speed of Star God’s Broken Shadow, he might have not been able to avoid this 

lightning-fast sword. 

Chapter 74 – Burst! 

The lightning sword strike that would’ve determined the victory had actually missed, which also spoiled 

his plan of killing Yun Che in a single blow. Lu Zhannan was quite surprised in his heart. He quickly 

turned around without pause, and the longsword swept straight toward Yun Che. 

The spear has a spear’s advantage, so naturally, the sword has its own advantages too. A spear’s 

oppression has no equal, yet a sword’s swift fierceness was unmatched. Together with the sword’s 

power, Lu Zhannan carried the imposing aura of a turbulent storm; and as if it were a stream of light, the 

sword flew toward Yun Che’s chest. 

Yun Che’s had an indifferent expression; his body casually leaned a small diagonal step backwards, and 

easily dodged Lu Zhannan’s second sword strike. Only a *riiip* sound blared about; like a silver shark 

that broke out of thin ice, a deep trench was carved out from the Main Palace’s floor in the direction the 

sword pointed. 

The power behind this sword strike made quite a few disciples gasp. 

“Lu Zhannan didn’t hold back in the slightest; moreover, both sword strikes were aimed at the vitals... 

He’s obviously going in for the kill!” 

“To kill people inside the New Moon Profound Palace, the only one who would dare to do so is probably 

this Lu Zhannan. However, if this happens, this Yun Che might really be finished here.” 

Qin Wuyou sat on the main seat of the Main Palace as he watched the battle between Yun Che and Lu 

Zhannan with a calm gaze. Although Sikong Han continued to shoot him meaningful glances in hope that 

he would use the Palace Chief’s status to stop this unfair battle between two who were at completely 

different levels, it was as if Qin Wuyou had not noticed Sikong Han’s intentions at all; he also did not 

have any intentions of stopping the battle, which left Sikong Han with no choice but to only helplessly 

worry. 

As Qin Wuyou watched Yun Che, his heart was swayed for a long time... This youngster, he indeed only 

had the profound strength of the first level of Nascent Profound Realm. However, during the moment 

he struck, the huge surge of his profound power was extraordinary; what exactly is going on here? Is he 

hiding his true strength? Impossible, if I can’t even see through the strength of a junior generation 

correctly, wouldn’t the dozen of years I lived through, have been for naught? 

His strength was already enough to stir up an uproar in New Moon City when he had defeated Tie 

Hengjun with his age and condition. If he were to also win against this Lu Zhannan.... Then, this battle 

that I’m witnessing before my eyes, may be the sudden rise of a future ‘Throne’! 



(TL: Someone at the Emperor Profound Realm in Blue Wind Empire) 

He appeared to be extremely arrogant right from the start, and was even a bit overly presumptuous and 

supercilious. But was that really his true nature? When he was facing against Tie Hengjun, he had a 

completely different attitude. Wildly arrogant people are usually impatient and restless, but both his 

aura and gaze had always been too tranquil; it was so calm that ought not to emerge from a sixteen year 

old youngster’s body. As one who possessed this kind of gaze and aura; how could he possibly be a 

wildly arrogant person.... 

Then the only explanation, would be that the various arrogant stances and attitude from the start, were 

all deliberately done.... Even including the angering and provoking of the seven great sects; they were all 

intentional! 

Since he decided to enter this New Moon Profound Palace while also deliberately provoking the seven 

great sects, just what exactly was his goal? 

Qing Wuyou’s thoughts continuously rotated, yet his vision was firmly locked on Yun Che the whole 

time, as he projected an admiration that was impossible to hide. 

The Yun Che at this time, had already been drawn into the shadows of Lu Zhannan’s sword. 

Lu Zhannan’s sword became faster and faster. There was clearly only one sword in his hand but it swung 

out as many as a few dozen of shadowy swords that covered the sky. One simply could not differentiate 

which sword shadow was real, and which sword shadows were illusory. However, inside the terrifyingly 

dense sword shadows, Yun Che’s body kept on swaying and shifting continuously. The sword was like a 

tempest, but it didn’t leave the slightest trace of wound on Yun che’s body. 

This undoubtedly implied, that Yun Che’s speed of body movements.... were even faster than Lu 

Zhannan’s sword!! 

All the disciples in the palace became stupefied from watching this. When Lu Zhannan entered the 

stage, they had all thought that Yun Che was completely done for. Under hands of Lu Zhannan, Yun 

Che’s most likely outcome would be a one second defeat. Lu Zhannan didn’t let anyone down either; 

every sword strike that left his hand, could all be considered as marvelous.... Yet, up until now, he had 

almost consecutively struck out his sword for nearly one hundred times, but still was incapable of even 

touching a corner of Yun Che’s clothes. 

Every moment Lu Zhannan swung out his sword, Yun Che’s body would immediately shift in the next; 

and every single time, Lu Zhannan’s sword could only stab into his afterimage. What Yun Che exhibited 

was the “Star God’s Broken Shadows” in a very tiny margin; with all Fifty Four Profound Veins opened, it 

could be freely released instantaneously while keeping the consumption of profound energy very low. 

However, there was a prerequisite that’s absolutely necessary... That was, that Yun Che must have a 

sharp enough perceptive ability; he would need to be able to judge the sword’s trajectory the instant Lu 

Zhannan released his sword. 

The disciples in the palace were silent for a long time; what they had received after waiting was not Yun 

Che’s miserable defeat, but rather, another shock. After staring for a long time while dumbstruck, Sikong 

absentmindedly muttered to himself: “No wonder... He’s actually using the air currents to perceive! 

However, in early periods of profound cultivation, the eyes should be the main method of perceiving. To 



be able to analyze and perceive using the profound energy’s aura and air current, one would need to at 

least accumulate a dozen years of battle experience... One would at least need to be twenty five or older 

to be able to accomplish this! Absolutely none of the young disciples that were present would be able to 

do this. Yun Che was clearly only sixteen years old, but he could already accomplish it to such a degree! 

Furthermore, he had done so effortlessly; even amidst the cage of sword shadows, he was still 

unruffled, and dodged without the slightest margin of error!” 

“Xiao Lie.... Exactly what method did he use to bring up such an anomalous grandchild!!” 

Line after line of sword flashes sliced toward his body; in the midst of Yun Che’s swift dodges, he felt the 

faint pain of the sharp sword aura scrape his face and arms. At this time, Jasmine’s warning tone of 

voice suddenly came from his mind: “You should end the battle quickly. It’s your first time using Evil 

Soul, and you actually fought consecutively; it’s much too straining. You should also be feeling the 

burden on your body and profound veins. With your current condition, Evil Soul can at most be 

maintained for another thirty seconds. Any longer than that, your profound veins would have the 

possibility of being severely damaged.” 

The inside of Yun Che’s heart all of a sudden, faintly trembled. 

“You piece of trash, do you only know how to dodge?” Since more than one hundred of his sword strikes 

didn’t even injure a single strand Yun Che’s hair, flustered and exasperated, Lu Zhannan increasingly 

became nervous as he lowly roared. 

Under his irritation, Lu Zhannan’s profound strength crazily swelled from his entire body as the power 

behind his sword became increasingly violent. Under the sweeping sword shadows, it was as if an 

extremely sharp gust of violent wind blew inside the Main Palace; the marble floor was continuously cut 

and shattered by the sword’s aura, and was sent scattering by the sword’s wind. 

It was as if Lu Zhannan’s words were effective; his next sword strike thrusted down at an angle, but Yun 

Che didn’t choose to dodge using his impeccably bizarre movement skill again. Instead, he suddenly 

closed in to face the blade of his sword, and forcibly attacked toward his body. 

Yun Che’s actions made Lu Zhannan pleased beyond his belief, as he lowly roared in his heart: Fool, you 

have a death wish! 

Rip!! 

Lu Zhannan’s longsword viciously sliced at Yun Che’s left arm, and the strike unquestionably splattered 

blood. However, when he saw the bloody laceration he had cut on Yun Che’s arm, Lu Zhannan wasn’t 

overjoyed, but was instead shocked.... Because the sword strike filled with his profound energy of the 

sevens level of the Nascent Profound Realm, actually only cut a wound onto his body; let alone chopping 

his entire arm off, even the bones had not been touched! 

The profound power in Yun Che’s body, was undoubtedly only at the first level of the Nascent Profound 

Realm! 

As Yun Che took his sword head on, his right fist that was filled with all his power, also ferociously 

crashed onto Lu Zhannan’s chest. 

Bang!! 



Was it possible for a profound strength at the first level of the Nascent Profound Realm to break 

through the protective profound energy of an opponent at the seventh level of the Nascent Profound 

Realm? 

Lu Zhannan was originally about to simply dismiss Yun Che’s strike, but then, his complexion abruptly 

changed greatly. 

His chest’s protective profound energy didn’t even last half a breath, and was immediately shattered. Lu 

Zhannan felt as if his chest had been directly smashed by a heavy hammer that weighed five hundred 

kilograms. His innards violently tumbled as he consecutively retreated seven or eight steps, and almost 

plunged onto the ground. 

Impossible! He clearly had the mere profound strength of a first ranker at the Nascent Profound Realm! 

Even if his profound strength was much thicker than ones of the same level, it would at most be able to 

match the third or fourth level; however I, myself am over half a realm stronger! How was it possible for 

me to be embarrassed into such a state after one of his strikes, when I couldn’t even cut through his 

protective profound energy? 

His mind was in chaos as his intention to kill rose even higher. Just as he was about to use Seven Deadly 

Sword Pavilion’s strongest ultimate skill, he suddenly saw Yun Che extend his right hand in his direction, 

while revealing a bizarre smile on his face. 

“Burst!!” Yun Che’s five open fingers that faced Lu Zhannan suddenly grasped tightly, as a muffled word 

leaked out from his mouth. 

Just as everyone was bewildered by his actions and the word he spoke, they suddenly heard a *fwoosh* 

sound come from Lu Zhannan’s body. Right after, Lu Zhannan’s blood-curling scream of agony 

resounded through the entire Main Palace. 

“UWAAAAAAA!!” 

A ball of flame suddenly soared out from Lu Zhannan’s chest, which also happened to be the spot where 

Yun Che had struck him. Flesh, bones, and even the nearby organs were all enveloped into the scorching 

flame. Lu Zhannan painfully tumbled on the ground as both of his hands desperately patted and slapped 

in an attempt to extinguish the “demonic fire” that came from who knows where. However, these 

flames were ignited from the profound energy that Yun Che had poured into the inside of his chest; 

unless he tore open his own chest, there was simply no chance of it being extinguished. 

To even make someone with the nickname “ Cold-Blooded” scream like this, one could imagine the pain 

he was bearing at this moment. Not to mention a fire ignited inside one’s body, being burned by fire was 

already difficult to endure for an ordinary person. The complexions of everyone within the Main Palace 

all changed; some became ashen, some became ghastly, and some had even started to shiver from head 

to toe. 

“It’s fire... Fire attribute Profound Arts! He can actually also use profound arts of the fire attribute!!” 

“My heavens! Isn’t this the remote ignition of the profound that can only be achieved within the higher 

realms of fire attribute profound arts? Not only does this Yun Che possess fire attribute profound arts, 



he unexpectedly, had already reached this state.... He’s obviously only sixteen! How can this be 

possible!” 

“So that’s why! No wonder Yan Ming was so battered before, that wasn’t some low level mistake at all; 

it was because Yun Che also had fire attribute profound arts, and he was clearly much better at it than 

Yan Ming! For Yan Ming to play with fire against him, he was completely digging his own grave!” As they 

watched the flame that exploded from Lu Zhannan’s chest, many had come back to their senses from 

the shock. 

And Yan Ming, who had been defeated by Yun Che earlier, became as dazed as a wooden chicken. The 

remote ignition of profound energy was an ability that could be achieved with his sect’s profound art 

only when one had cultivated it to the sixth realm; he didn’t even dare to think about achieving it before 

the age of thirty. However, Yun Che had done it, and indisputably displayed it right before everyone’s 

eyes. At this time, he thoroughly understood that his loss did not carry the slightest bit of injustice. To 

play with fire against an anomaly who could remotely ignite profound energy.... It was virtually showing 

off one’s skills of the axe in front of a master carpenter, and asking to be humiliated. 

After being struck, if only Lu Zhannan hadn’t immediately gnashed his teeth and reaccumulated his 

strength in order to regain his “momentum” but instead, immediately forced out Yun Che’s profound 

energy that had been smashed into his body, the outcome would’ve been undeniably different. 

However, even though Lu Zhannan was blown back with just a single hit from Yun Che’s fist, he was still 

unwilling to recognize Yun Che’s power; he even more so, had not expected that Yun Che actually 

possessed such a powerful ability to control fire. 

Yun Che walked beside his feet, looked at him with an gaze of pity, and spoke with an indifferent tone: 

“Like I’ve said before, I don’t have the slightest interest in your name anymore. Someone with the 

strength at the seventh level of the Nascent Profound Realm, couldn’t even defeat a first ranker of the 

Nascent Profound Realm; this kind of trash, is not necessary for me to know at all.” 

After he finished speaking, he lightly flicked his finger as he smiling disdainfully. The nightmarish fire on 

Lu Zhannan’s chest was then finally extinguished. 

Against people he hated, Yun Che didn’t mind adding insult to their injury at all; moreover, this Lu 

Zhannan also had the intention of killing him. If it wasn’t under the watchful eyes of everyone inside this 

New Moon Profound Palace’s Main Palace, he never would’ve been kind enough to extinguish the fire 

on Lu Zhannan’s body. 

Chapter 75 - Xiao Luocheng 

Lu Zhannan got up from the floor battered and exhausted; his complexion was ghastly white and a hole 

had already burned through the clothing on his chest, revealing his skin that was almost seared black. 

Under the protection of his profound energy, Yun Che’s flame did not actually severely injure him; 

however, the pain that was brought by the fire that ignited inside his body was enough to make him 

remember it for a lifetime, and also imprinted a very deep scar in the depths of his heart. At this 

moment, his gaze towards Yun Che was filled with horror. He lowered his head, dragged his sword, and 

walked back towards Seven Deadly Sword Pavilion without another word. 



He knew that today, he had completely become the “stepping stone” Yun Che had spoke of. Thinking 

back now, the various ridicule and disdain he had toward Yun Che earlier were just like a pile of jokes 

that he slapped on his own face. 

“Lu Zhannan... actually... lost!!” 

“How terrifying! What kind of strength does Lu Zhannan have? Even he was defeated by Yun Che!” 

“Sixteen years old... A first ranker of Nascent Profound Realm, yet his profound strength was so 

alarmingly deep and thick; his movement skills were even more strange and unmeasurable. In addition, 

he still knew such a high-grade fire attribute profound art! The fire attribute profound art that he had 

displayed just now, seems to be different from Cloudy Sun Sect and Burning Heaven Clan, yet its level is 

so high that it’s terrifying... he’s clearly only sixteen years old!” 

“This kind of talent, even though it can’t be matched with Xiao LuoCheng, the difference isn’t too far 

away either! Perhaps, it’s enough to be on par with Fen Ziluan of Burning Heaven Clan! Amongst the 

younger generation inside New Moon City, his talent is enough to enter the top five... No, top three!” 

From the disciples to the elders, everyone of the Seven Deadly Sword Pavilion all lost their spirit, 

because they were the ones who understood Lu Zhannan’s abilities the best; but with a strength like his, 

he actually was defeated by a sixteen year old disciple of New Moon Profound Palace. This kind of 

spiritual impact was far too great, so large that they couldn’t believe the reality of what they saw. 

Xuan Yu, Yan Ming, and Feng Guangyi, who were previously defeated by Yun Che stared for an even 

longer time, as their throats became dry... When they were defeated by Yun Che, every single one of 

them refused to accept it in their hearts; but now, they clearly understood that their loss was far from 

unjustified! When Yun Che had fought them, he clearly did not unleash all his strength; perhaps he did 

not even use half of his actual strength! Otherwise, their loss would have been even quicker and more 

tragic. Thinking back now, their arrogance in front of Yun Che earlier... was simply like an ignorant puppy 

barking furiously at a lion cub. 

“This kind of talent is extremely rare even in the seven sects with their strong and solid heritage, and 

such a disciple unexpectedly appeared in our New Moon Profound Palace! Perhaps, this New Moon 

Profound Palace which had been silent for all these years may rise because of him.” Sikong Han spoke as 

he emotionally sighed. 

The two elders beside him also slowly nodded their heads, and deeply agreed with him. 

By no means were talents needed in excess, and they would never appear in surplus either. Being able 

to have one was enough to bring prestige to one’s family. And with New Moon Profound Palace being 

the one and only Profound Palace that was set up in the New Moon City by the imperial family, heaven 

knows how many years it had been since a top-notch genius who could be comparable to the seven 

sects’ talents had appeared. This was also the main reason why New Moon Profound Palace were 

always been unable to raise their head in front of the seven sects. And this “curse”, perhaps would be 

broken starting with the emergence of Yun Che... No! It has already been broken! This time, solely 

because of Yun Che, New Moon Profound Palace had finally stood up with pride and blew off their 

steam at the seven sects who came to show off their strength. This also made the seven sects’ disciples 

gazes, no longer contain the proudness and contempt they had when they first entered the Main Palace. 



Meanwhile, the disciples of New Moon Profound Palace were still all in shock. Facing the powerful Lu 

Zhannan, Yun Che, who was only sixteen years old had won once again! The shock they received that 

was brought by this outcome was indescribable in words. A first ranker at the Nascent Profound Realm 

defeating a seventh ranker at the Nascent Profound Realm; what kind of horrifying talent must one 

possess to accomplish this! This was also the first time they knew that a first ranker at the Nascent 

Profound Realm could actually reach such a terrifying power! Round after round, almost every match 

was a victory that had far exceeded their predictions; it was as if they were inside a dream. 

“I always thought my talent was already considered as a genius level, but compared to Junior Brother 

Yun... *Sigh* It isn’t even worth looking at.” Within the seats, quite a few New Moon Profound Palace’s 

disciple sighed to themselves. To be able to attend this banquet today, no doubt were they the most 

elite disciples of New Moon Profound Palace, and naturally would have self-pride inside their heart. 

However after witnessing Yun Che’s five battles in a row, the proudness inside their hearts had vanished 

without a trace; their hearts were filled with respect and admiration towards this junior brother that 

had just joined the Profound Palace. 

“Is this... really my brother-in-law...” It was not known how many hundred times had Xia Yuanba 

murmured this, his eyes staring wide open from the start to the end. 

He and Junior Brother Yun similarly came from the same little Floating Cloud City located in the east. In 

that place, surely there wouldn’t be any high-grade resources; and under such conditions, Junior Brother 

Yun could actually reach such a realm. If he had been born in a major sect, his accomplishment now 

would certainly be even more universally shocking... Lan Xueruo silently thought in her heart. 

He... Wasn’t he the person I was looking for all along! 

(TL: Hook, Line, and Sinker!) 

As she thought about this, Lan Xueruo’s charming eyes were in violent turmoil and released an 

incomparably touching radiance. Her gaze towards Yun Che also subtly changed all of a sudden. Yun Che 

clearly had consumed a great amount of energy after fighting five consecutives battles; even though he 

seemed to be undisturbed on the outside, his forehead was already been covered in beads of sweat and 

his breathing had also obviously became hurried. On his left arm, the bloody gash was a ghastly sight to 

see, and the blood that flowed out had already dyed half of his sleeve a scarlet red. 

Lan Xueruo immediately stood up; she took out all of the various kinds of ointments she carried, walked 

quickly towards the Yun Che’s side, and asked with concern: “Junior Brother Yun, your arm is injured, 

how severe is the wound?” 

Yun Che smiled and replied: “It’s fine, it’s just a scratch that didn’t reach the bone. Furthermore, it had 

already stop bleeding. I thank Senior Sister for the concern.” 

“Stop acting tough, come, let Senior Sister take a look.” Lan Xueruo stretched out her jade hands and 

lifted Yun Che’s arm carefully as she checked his wounds. Following that, her face revealed an 

expression of astonishment. Even though the wound on Yun Che’s arm was very deep, but like he had 

said, it had indeed not reached his bones. That was undeniably a slash from Lu Zhannan, yet it only 

caused this kind of injury that could only be considered a minor wound! 



Not to mention the first level of Nascent Profound Realm, even if a similar person at the seventh level of 

the Nascent Profound Realm received a strike from Lu Zhannan, they definitely wouldn’t have only 

received such a light injury! As a first ranker of the Nascent Profound Realm, how was it possible for him 

to possess such a strong protective profound energy. 

As he saw the astonishment on Lan Xueruo’s face, a proud look slowly appeared on Yun Che’s face: “Do 

you believe me now, Senior Sister? My body is made of iron, you know; how could I possibly be seriously 

wounded that easily.” 

Lan Xueruo laughed gently: “How is your body made of iron when you look so white and tender? You 

look more like a standard boy toy.” 

“Eh... boy toy?” Yun Che raised his eyebrows for a moment, then he looked at Lan Xueruo’s snow white 

face and happily laughed: “Only men that are being kept and provided for by a beauty can be called a 

boy toy, and I don’t even have a beauty to provide for me... How about, Senior Sister keep me?” 

“Pff... your mouth sure is naughty.” A laugh escaped from Lan Xueruo as she rolled her eyes at him: “I’m 

still your Senior Sister, okay. If you dare to tease me any further, be careful of Senior Sister spreading 

the word about your marriage out. You wouldn’t even be able to deceive a single girl after that." 

Yun Che’s expression immediately became sullen. 

(TL: Author said his face looked like 囧) 

Seeing Lan Xueruo take the initiative to approach Yun Che to show her concern, and furthermore, while 

chatting and laughing together, both of them appeared to even show a hint of flirtation... Murong Ye’s 

face turned green in an instant, his teeth nearly shattering in pieces from the grinding. He and Lan 

Xueruo were publicly known as the golden couple of New Moon Profound Palace. Just one more step 

was needed before they would become a couple recognized by the masses. However, he clearly knew 

how difficult this one step was; at the very least, Lan Xueruo had never treated him the way she’s 

currently treating Yun Che. 

“That damn brat!” Murong Ye gaze suddenly became more and more sinister. 

As if he had felt the gaze that was filled with jealousy and hatred, Yun Che’s head slightly turned in 

Murong Ye’s direction; the corner of his lips curled up into an unnoticeable curve. 

*Clap! Clap! Clap! Clap!* 

At this moment, a sharp and clear clapping sound rang out in the Main Palace, and caused everyone to 

look towards the origin of the sound. The person who was clapping had already slowly stood up from 

their seat. 

“Wonderful! Truly brilliant beyond comparison! I had originally come in my father’s stead to 

congratulate Palace Chief Qin, but unexpectedly, I was able to enjoy one brilliant battle after another 

between tigers and dragons. I’m even more so in luck to see another brilliant star rise in our New Moon 

City.” 

While the young man started to speak, he also walked towards Yun Che as he cheerfully grinned from 

ear to ear. He looked quite young, and had the appearance of a sixteen or seventeen year old. However, 



there weren’t any signs of immaturity his face; instead, he carried a intangible noble and proud aura. His 

voice was clear and gentle, yet it carried a pressure that made one suffocate. 

As they saw the young man who had slowly walked out, the palace immediately became completely 

silent. 

Xiao Luocheng!! 

The undeniable number one of the younger generation in New Moon City! 

When Xiao Luocheng walked into the Main Palace, all the gazes were focused on him. However, after 

that, not many people kept their attention on him; even when Yun Che had declared war at all the 

sixteen year olds of the seven sects and no one from the seven sects responded, nobody had thought of 

him at all... This was because the level Xiao Luocheng was at had already far surpassed this little New 

Moon City; his terrifying talent was not something that the disciples of New Moon City or the seven 

sects could compare to. Tie Hengjun entered fourth level of the Nascent Profound Realm at age 

seventeen, Lu Zhannan entered seventh level of Nascent Profound Realm at age eighteen; they were all 

famous and top-notch genius in New Moon City. 

Yet Xiao Luocheng... At the age of sixteen, was at the tenth level of the Nascent Profound Realm! 

Xiao Luocheng had never participated in the battles between the younger disciples of the New Moon 

City sects; because within the New Moon City’s younger generation, no one was qualified to be his 

opponent, and none were worthy for him to show his power either. 

Even though he was the young sect master of Xiao Sect’s Branch Sect that was located in New Moon 

City, everyone knew that once he reached the age of twenty, it would be unthinkable for him to remain 

in New Moon City; instead he would return to the main headquarters of Xiao Sect. With his terrifying 

talent, he would be in a decently high position even inside main sect. Xiao Sect’s Main Sect; that was a 

colossus that New Moon City didn’t even have the right to look up at! It was a major sect that even Blue 

Wind’s Imperial Family had to curry favor with. That was where Xiao Luocheng should belong; for New 

Moon City was simply incapable of containing this exceptional genius known as Xiao Luocheng. 

However now, not only did Xiao Luocheng personally step up, he even walked towards Yun Che. 

Everyone’s heart started to frantically beat. Is it possible that, he’s going to... 

Chapter 76 - I’ll Destroy You First! 

Xiao Luocheng suddenly walking out, was undoubtedly against everyone’s expectations. Although Yun 

Che had stolen the show by continuously defeating five people and shocked the entire audience, his 

glory, still was incomparable to that of Xiao Luocheng. Everything that Yun Che had exhibited, was 

enough for him step into the finest class of talents within New Moon City’s young generation; however, 

Xiao Luocheng was a level of super genius that was enough to enter one of the Four Major Sects. If Yun 

Che were to suddenly challenge Xiao Luocheng, then it still wouldn’t be that shocking, and at most, he 

would be thought of as overestimating himself. But if Xiao Luocheng took the initiative to step up on his 

own, it would be too thought provoking..... 

Could it be that he wanted to spar with Yun Che? No way! Absolutely impossible. Considering Xiao 

Luocheng’s status, pride, and strength, why would he intentionally lower himself to fight with a newly 



admitted disciple of New Moon Profound Palace. But if it wasn’t to do this, then what exactly did he 

want to do? 

Not only did Xia Luocheng walk out of his own accord, his gaze had also remained on him the entire 

time, which also caused some suspicion to rise in Yun Che’s heart. He immediately put on a smile and 

said: “Young Sect Master Xiao must be joking. I am but an ordinary disciple of New Moon Profound 

Palace, so I am definitely unworthy of bearing the title of “New Star.” In New Moon City, the one with 

the qualifications to be called a star is you; only you, Young Sect Master Xiao, is worthy of that title.” 

“Hahahaha!” Xiao Luocheng started to laugh; the laughter carried an air of royalty that simply didn’t 

seem like it came from a sixteen year old’s mouth: “Brother Yun is too modest. I believe that after 

today’s sparring session, Brother Yun’s name would undoubtedly reverberate throughout the entire 

New Moon City. As for your future accomplishments, they will definitely be immeasurable. The fact that 

I, Xiao Luocheng could come in person today, can also be counted as a stroke of great fortune.” 

Yun Che’s face suddenly revealed an expression of being overwhelmed by flattery. He hurriedly said: 

“Young Master Xiao’s words are really too flattering. My ability, in front of Young Master Xiao, is akin to 

a small luminescence in front of the bright moon; and is not worthy to even be mentioned. I don’t know 

if Young Sect Master Xiao has..... any advice? This Yun Che will definitely listen carefully.” 

“Hehe, Brother Yun doesn’t need to be so modest, whether you are a small luminescence or the bright 

moon, anyone present would naturally know in their heart. The reason why I presumptuously came 

forward, was to ask Brother Yun for a favor. Just a moment ago, Brother Yun had admirably shown off 

strength, and consecutively defeated five top disciples of the seven major sects; aside from my 

amazement and admiration, my hands have also become itchy, so I wanted to consult with Brother Yun 

a bit. I don’t know if Brother Yun is willing?” Xiao Luocheng courteously asked while watching Yun Che 

with a smiling face. 

As soon as the words left Xiao Luocheng’s mouth, the main hall erupted in whispers, and even Yun Che 

was in a daze. 

“Xiao Luocheng is actively challenging Yun Che... Ah, no, no, he’s actively proposing to exchange pointers 

with Yun Che? This this.... is irrational.” 

“Even if Yun Che is extremely amazing, and even if one called him New Moon Profound Palace’s finest 

disciple of the century, I can still believe that. But Xiao Luocheng and Yun Che aren’t even people of the 

same level; how could Xiao Luocheng propose to spar with him? No matter how you think about it, this 

doesn’t make sense.” 

“Could it be that the seven sects’ defeat was so unsightly to behold, that Young Sect Master Xiao wanted 

to regain face for the seven sects? And at the same time, let Yun Che know what a true genius is like?” 

Yun Che didn’t immediately respond and stood there in a daze, as if he was stupefied by Xiao Luocheng’s 

words. However, during this time, his vision had never left Xiao Luocheng’s eyes from beginning to end. 

At this moment, Xiao Luocheng was within five steps of his position; his calm imposing manner carried 

an unconcealed aloofness. But Yun Che could sense that under his harmless exterior appearance, there 

existed a thick profound energy and an intangible strength. His entire body was like a ferocious beast 



hidden in a deep abyss who remained motionless; if he moved, who knows how terrifying that would 

be. 

But these weren’t important; what was important, was that deep within his eyes, Yun Che could see an 

ice-cold sinister aura. 

He was all too familiar with this type of aura. 

This Xiao Luocheng, wants to destroy me! This was the answer Yun Che immediately arrived at as his 

mind also instantly cooled down. 

But why? He and I have never crossed paths before, and furthermore, we don’t have any conflicting 

interests; today was also the first time we’ve ever met. He clearly had no reason to do act this way. 

Is it merely to strangle an emerging talent, a “New Star”, who may became his future enemy? 

Which means, my performance today made him more or less, a little afraid?” 

If that’s really true, then this harmless looking Young Sect Master could be said to have the shrewdness 

and heart of a demon. 

As he thought to here, Yun Che suddenly spoke in a somewhat terrified voice: “Young Sect Master Xiao 

wants to exchange pointers with me? This.... is not me, Yun Che, being modest; but even though I had 

only recently entered New Moon City, I’ve still heard that Young Sect Master Xiao had already stepped 

half a foot in the True Profound Realm at such a young age. Compared to my miniscule amount of 

profound energy, Young Sect Master Xiao’s real strength is too far apart; to be able to exchange pointers 

with Young Sect Master Xiao, I honestly cannot overcome that fear.” But immediately, his tone changed 

and straightforwardly said: “However, since Young Sect Master Xiao sees so much in me, I, of course, 

cannot refuse. To be able to spar with Young Sect Master Xiao, whose name can even be heard five 

hundred kilometers away; this would be my, Yun Che’s greatest honor.” 

“Great!” Xiao Luocheng nodded in satisfaction and said with a smile: “Since we are sparring, then we’ll 

obviously have the fairest of conditions as the basic premise. Brother Yun has already fought five 

consecutive matches, so I presume that the exhaustion must be overwhelming; moreover, you are 

wounded on the left arm. Before we spar, Brother Yun should rest a while. When Brother Yun’s 

profound energy recovers, we will then have a fair sparring session.” 

“No, that’s not necessary.” Completely out of everyone’s expectation, and in the face of Xiao Luocheng’s 

reasonable suggestion which was also beneficial for him, Yun Che actually refused without the slightest 

bit of hesitation: “Although I exhausted quite a lot of energy, I more or less still held on to some spare 

energy, which should be enough to spar with Young Master Xiao for a bit. As for the wound on my arm, 

it is but a light injury which shouldn’t be too serious. Furthermore, we are just sparring; it isn’t a battle 

to the death. Since it doesn’t matter whether it’s fair or not, why should we waste everyone’s time 

because I, Yun Che exhausted a bit of energy and have a minor injury.” 

The words that came from Yun Che completely stunned everyone within the hall. Because, unless they 

were deaf, from Yun Che’s words, anyone could hear a kind of.... extreme self confidence and 

arrogance!! 

“F*ck! This Yun Che.... what is he trying to do?” 



“What’s this ‘more or less have some energy left, which should be enough to spar with Young Master 

Xiao for a bit’! Who does he think he is? Who does he think Xiao Luocheng is?” 

“Yun Che is indeed a top genius; one have no choice but to acknowledge this. But to be so arrogant in 

front of Xiao Luocheng, he virtually doesn’t know the limits of his own abilities. He’s simply asked to be 

humiliated! If he does battle against Xiao Luocheng, a mere foot may be enough to flatten him within 

minutes.” 

*Sigh* “Forget it. He said so himself that he has just arrived in New Moon City, I estimate that he had 

only heard a little of Xiao Luocheng’s fame, and just does not understand how terrifying he is. I would 

bet that if he stayed at New Moon City for a month, even if given ten times the amount of courage, he 

still would not dare to say such things.” 

“Hehe, this will be interesting. I imagine after hearing these words, Xiao Luocheng would also become 

angry. Perhaps, he will be defeated in the most miserable of fashion.... Hehe, this will be a good show.” 

“Junior Brother Yun!” Lan Xueruo knitted her fine eyebrows, and immediately reminded in a low voice: 

“Even though this Xiao Luocheng is the same age as you, his strength is completely different compared 

to the people you fought earlier; you can say that he’s simply on another level, you mustn’t....” 

“Rest assured Senior Sister.” Yun Che had actually interrupted her, and spoke without a care: “My 

current state isn’t as bad as you think. Furthermore, all I am doing is exchanging pointers with Young 

Sect Master Xiao; no matter the result, it wouldn’t be that big of a deal.” 

“But.....” 

Lan Xueruo still had more to say, but Yun Che gave her a very gentle and comforting look. After which, 

he turned to Xiao Luocheng and said: “Young Sect Master Xiao, lets begin right now. What do you say?” 

In fact, after the words Yun Che had said earlier, he was already unable to back down. Lan Xueruo could 

only sigh in her heart and silently sit down with a heart full of worry. 

Xiao Luocheng smiled, but anyone could see that his smile was a bit forced. This was perhaps the first 

time in Xiao Luocheng’s entire life that he had met someone who dared to be so arrogant in his 

presence. He narrowed his eyes and slowly said: “If this is what Brother Yun insists, then I will naturally 

respect Brother Yun’s decision. Only, Brother Yun’s current state is worrisome; when continuously 

fighting five matches and exhausting so much profound energy, the bodily protective energy would 

definitely be much weaker than before. So much so that it may collapse at any moment. If you were to 

suffer my strike at that time, there is the possibility of suffering severe injuries. If that happened.....” 

“Haha, Young Master Xiao thinks too much.” Yun Che unknowingly smiled: “When sparring, a situation 

where one cannot hold back is inevitable; it would be normal for light injuries or even heavy injuries to 

appear. Moreover, it was I who insisted on sparring with Young Sect Master Xiao in my current 

condition. Even if I were to actually suffer serious injuries, Young Sect Master Xiao would definitely not 

be blamed. Regarding this point, everyone present can act as a witness. Therefore, Young Master Xiao 

has no need to worry about holding back at all. Please let this person, new to New Moon City, open his 

eyes and experience the strength of the strongest within the young generation.” 



As these words came out from Yun Che, the elders of New Moon Profound Palace were so startled that 

they almost fell off their seats. As for those on the seven sects’ side, especially those in Xiao Sect’s Outer 

Sect, there were many who couldn’t help but immediately laugh out loud. 

This motherf*cker...... is practically digging his own grave!! 

Xiao Luocheng looked deeply at Yun Che. That expression... was as if he was looking at a retard. 

“But since we are speaking about this, if I, Yun Che were to get lucky..... and accidentally injure Young 

Master Xiao, then.....” 

As soon as the words left Yun Che’s mouth, the seven sects’ side instantly fell into laughter again. In 

spite of the current situation, a few people started to laugh wildly without the slightest restraint. Some 

even laughed so hard that they started to roll about on the ground while holding their stomach; it was 

as if they had heard the funniest joke in the world. But no one from New Moon Profound Palace’s side 

could laugh, and anxiety was written on every one of their faces..... If it was possible, they had an 

incomparable desire to make Yun Che take back those words he had just said to Xiao Luocheng.... Of 

course, with the exception of Murong Ye. He tightly clenched his teeth as his both cheeks quivered, and 

was almost unable to control his laughter several times already. 

This retard, actually dug himself a hole and intends to jump in it! There was actually someone this 

stupid.... Xiao Luocheng, you must beat him until he’s crippled, beat him half to death! 

“Hahahaha!” Xiao Luocheng laughed loudly, and said: “If I am injured by Yun Che, then consider it my 

lack of skill, and of course blame would not fall upon Brother Yun’s head in the slightest; everyone here 

can also be a witness.” 

Right after Xiao Luocheng’s voice faded, Cloudy Sun Sect’s Head Elder, Yan Zizai had already loudly 

shouted: “Both of you can rest assured, with so many people here today, and this many eyes watching, 

we will naturally be your most solid witnesses. If either of you is unfortunate enough to receive severe 

injuries while sparring, the opponent shall not be blamed; otherwise, one would be a despicable person 

who can’t keep to his word. 

After these words from Yan Zizai, every sect immediately agreed one after another. These words, were 

obviously directed toward New Moon Profound Palace; because there was simply no one who believed 

that Yun Che could even harm Xiao Luocheng. 

When speaking about Yun Che, who had largely exhausted his profound energy and was even slightly 

injured, there wasn’t even a chance that he could possibly be victorious. 

Sikong Han’s revealed a bitter face, as his pleading eyes looked towards Qin Wuyou. But under the gaze 

of the seven sects, Qin Wuyou slowly nodded his head. 

“Good!” Xiao Luocheng calmly said, “Since this is the case, I hope to receive Brother Yun’s guidance. I 

also request Brother Yun.... to be lenient on me.” 

“Be lenient on me.” These four words that Xiao Luocheng had said were extremely irritating to the ear. 

Yun Che faintly smiled and did not reply. His breathing became tranquil and he concentrated his gaze; 

the first gate of the Profound Veins opened again! 



According to Jasmine’s warning, with his body’s current condition, the first gate could only be opened 

one last time for a dozen or so seconds; otherwise, his body and Profound Vein would inevitably be 

overburdened, and suffer unforeseeable damage. 

But these dozen or so seconds... are more than enough!! 

From the depth of Yun Che’s eyes, an extremely dangerous light flashed from within...... 

I didn’t bother you, didn’t provoke you. Yet you wish to destroy me. 

Since it’s like this....... 

I’ll destroy you first!! 

Chapter 77 - Falling Moon Sinking Star 

Yun Che had already readied his stance as seriousness spread across his face. On the other hand, Xiao 

Luocheng was calm and relaxed; he wore a smile on his face, and was not even nervous in the slightest... 

But in his heart, he was already laughing from anger. 

For him to act, it would naturally not be without reason. This was because Yun Che gave him a definite 

sense of crisis. Of course, this feeling was definitely not because he deemed that Yun Che could beat 

him. But rather, Yun Che who was clearly only at the first level of the Nascent Profound Realm, was able 

to even beat the Lu Zhannan, who was at the seventh level of the Nascent Profound Realm. The fire 

attribute profound art he used, had even more so reached an unfathomable state. Even as the Young 

Sect Master of Xiao Sect’s Outer Sect, he had never seen or heard of anyone having this kind of strength 

at the first level of the Nascent Profound Realm. 

Even when he was at the first level of the Nascent Profound Realm, it was completely impossible for him 

to be able to accomplish it to this extent. 

Which also meant that if they were of the same level, then even he was essentially, not Yun Che’s 

match. 

In all these years in New Moon City, he was always publicly recognized as number one, and among the 

younger generation, there had never emerged a person that he would think highly of. But from this Yun 

Che, he actually couldn’t help but feel a sense of inferiority. This feeling made him extremely 

uncomfortable. This type of person, absolutely, should not have shown up in New Moon City and even 

more so, ought to not have appeared in his face. 

Not only that, Yun Che was arrogant, was unrestrained with his words, and had previously ridiculed the 

seven sects in every way. He also had defeated a few of the seven sects’ finest disciples into a incredibly 

miserable state and didn’t give them any face. With these, it was obvious that the various sects were 

already furious at Yun Che. Putting aside whether or not they would use dirty methods against him in 

the future, it was basically impossible for them to become friends. 

Since it’s like this, then I’ll just destroy him... In this New Moon City, the only one worthy of the word 

“Genius” is I, Xiao Luocheng! 

Though this Yun Che was as strong as he was violent, he was even more so, stupid! He had actually 

finished digging his own grave! With this, there isn’t the slightest worry left after I destroy him . 



As he thought to here, the smile on the corners of Xiao Luocheng’s mouth became even more shady. He 

raised his hands at Yun Che in a relaxed manner: “Brother Yun, go ahead.” 

Xiao Luocheng’s stance, clearly wanted Yun Che to attack first. 

Yun Che didn’t waste time; with a few steps, his right arm horizontally swung towards Xiao Luocheng’s 

chest without any special moves; only using profound energy. It was obvious that he wanted to test the 

depth of Xiao Luocheng’s profound energy. 

A first ranker of the Nascent Profound Realm probing the profound strength of a tenth ranker at the 

Nascent Profound Realm! 

The people of Xiao Sect’s Outer Sect simultaneously revealed ridiculing smiles... The difference in 

profound strength was almost an entire profound realm; if Yun Che wanted to last even a little while 

longer, his sole strategy would be to use his profound movement skill. Yet he went for a match of 

profound strength from the very start. It could be said to be extremely stupid. A look of disdain also 

flashed in Xiao Luocheng’s eyes; his left hand folded behind his back as he arbitrarily swung out his right 

hand. 

It was only one hand; moreover, he had only used thirty percent of his strength. 

The two arms collided with a *bang*. Xiao Luocheng stood still and didn’t move a single inch; his body 

did not even show the slightest signs of movement. However, Yun Che’s body slid over six meters away, 

and almost fell to the ground. His right arm also slightly trembled. He suddenly revealed a shocked face, 

and spoke: “Worthy of being Young Sect Master Xiao, such a thick profound energy!” 

“Heheh.” Xiao Luocheng faintly laughed: “Brother Yun’s profound energy is also incomparably heavy, no 

wonder you could even defeat Lu Zhannan. But... If I said that I had only used thirty percent of my 

strength earlier... would you believe it? 

“Haha, Young Master Xiao really knows how to joke around.” Yun Che laughed. Looking at his conduct, it 

was as if he completely thought that Xiao Luocheng’s words were a joke; this caused all the disciples of 

the seven major sects to sneer. While taking a step back, he raised his right hand again, and spoke as his 

brows knitted: “But this next move, Young Sect Master Xiao needs to be careful. If it’s taken head on, 

you may receive some serious injuries.” 

Hearing these words, the corner of Xiao Luocheng’s mouth violently twitched twice. The laughs of the 

numerous disciples of the seven sects once again rang out. It was true that the strength Yun Che had 

shown had astonished them time and time again; but this time, his excessive confidence and ignorance 

was simply many times greater than his actual strength. 

“I thank Brother Yun for the warning. Brother Yun can attack as you please. I will receive them all. Even 

if my strength is insufficient and I do get injured, with so many people as witnesses, the blame would 

definitely not fall on Brother Yun,” Xiao Luocheng said while laughing. At the moment, he started to 

somewhat regret stepping out.... Because fighting with this type of overconfident and stupid person, 

simply degraded his dignity! With this type of arrogance and ignorance, even if his talent was higher, 

there was no chance that he would have any sort of accomplishment. There was absolutely no reason to 

worry. 



Yun Che took in a deep breath. His eyes became serious as a vortex of profound energy quickly gathered 

above his right hand. It was clear that he was concentrating all his strength into his right hand. In fact, 

up until now when he was fighting with profound energy, aside from using his profound movement skill, 

he had never used any special move; all his attacks were the most ordinary of profound energy 

collisions. 

And this time, it was still the same. Everyone also firmly believed that Yun Che simply didn’t have any 

type of profound attacking skills. 

“Young Sect Master Xiao, receive my move!” 

Yun Che shouted as he ferociously threw a heavy fist towards Xiao Luocheng’s chest. This punch clearly 

contained all of Yun Che’s profound energy; with an imposing force, the profound energy shockwave 

that accompanied it was at least twice as strong as the strength of a normal first ranker at the first level 

of the Nascent Profound Realm 

Being able to use this kind of strength as someone at the first level of the Nascent Profound Realm was 

enough to shock anyone. But against Xiao Luocheng, it was not in the least bit threatening. Sensing an 

energy that could barely be considered fierce come towards his face, Xiao Luocheng’s eye’s flashed with 

a cold uncaring smile. All of his patience had vanished. Similarly, without any special moves, he simply 

threw a punch forward; but this time, he directly used seventy percent of his strength. 

If thirty percent of his strength was enough to knock Yun Che away, then seventy percent was 

completely enough to break all of the bones in Yun Che’s arm into several pieces; even the viscera, 

under the assault of profound energy, would be dislocated to a large degree. 

“Moron... Die!” 

Xiao Luocheng coldly laughed in his heart. His gaze turned sinister; it was as if he could already see the 

scene of Yun Che being seriously injured to the point of losing conscious, with a mutilated right arm, in 

the very next second. 

Right before the moment when both their fists were about to collide, a sly look flashed across Yun Che’s 

pupils as a shout echoed in his mind. 

“Evil God’s first move —— Falling Moon Sinking Star!!” 

In the depths of Yun Che’s body, the first gate of his profound veins suddenly released a strong crimson-

colored light, as if a dormant demon god suddenly opened his frightening and violent eyes. In a split 

second, all the profound energy in his body from head to toe, started to frantically move towards Yun 

Che’s right fist; while the energy was moving, it was also crazily inflating to a shocking extent.... 

When Jasmine granted Yun Che the Evil God’s Profound Veins, she had said before that for every Evil 

God’s Profound Veins’ gate that opens, an accompanying Evil God’s Secret Art would be unlocked along 

with an Evil God’s Profound Skill. Be it the Evil God’s Secret Art or Evil God’s Profound Skill, there was no 

need for them to be cultivated. As long as the gate was opened, they could be used at will. 

When the first gate opened and Evil Soul was activated, the name and activation method of the Evil 

God’s first move simultaneously appeared in his mind. 



This was his final trump card that he had kept hidden all along; it also was the extremely large present 

he decided to gift to Xiao Luocheng after he had sensed his sinister aura. 

The seven gates of the Evil God’s Profound Veins represented the seven Evil God’s Skills; the first Evil 

God Skill was “Falling Moon Sinking Star”. This implied that when the Evil God used this skill, it was 

enough to destroy both the sun and moon. It obviously would not produce such a destructive power 

that could oppose the heavens if it came from Yun Che; but just the name, was enough to show how 

terrifying its power was. 

Boom!!!! 

As the two fists collided, the resulting sound was akin to the heaven’s thunder striking out. A horrifying 

shockwave of energy that came from the collision of the two’s profound energy ferociously dispersed in 

all four directions. Followed by a burst of *kakakaka* sounds, the Main Palace’s marble floor greatly 

ruptured, and huge pieces of floor tiles were blown off into the distance. 

From the epicenter of the profound energy’s turbulence, a silhouette shot out like a cannon ball and 

violently crashed onto the supporting pillar near the Main Palace’s gate. Followed by a *Boom*, the 

thick supporting pillar made of stone shook. Countless little cracks started to quickly spread through the 

pillar as a large amount of dust also fell from the roof. 

The figure that smashed against the pillar, unexpectedly, did not bounce off. It was because half of his 

body was directly embedded into the center of the pillar by that extremely ferocious power. Only after a 

long time, did his body finally slide down slowly to hit the ground in a skewed manner. His entire body 

was bloody, and he was unconscious; it was unknown whether he was dead or alive. The clothes on his 

chest were completely blown apart. This revealed his chest that had already become so bloody and 

mangled that even the bones could be faintly seen. When his body hit the ground, his entire left arm 

was almost instantly soaked red by the fresh blood. 

Yet this person was not Yun Che, but Xiao Luocheng. 

It was dead silent inside the Main Palace; every single person’s eyes bulged wide open, and for the 

longest time, no one made a sound. Afterwards, Qin Wuyou, Sikong Han, and Tie Zhancang, all by 

chance, stood up together..... All the famous elders and sect leaders within New Moon City stood up at 

the same time; all with their widened eyes that unwaveringly continued to stare. They were making an 

enormous effort to try to ascertain whether or not their eyes were seeing hallucinations. 

“Ugh.....” 

Followed by a painful moan, Yun Che suddenly hit the ground with one knee. He violently gasped to 

regain his breath while his right arm powerlessly dangled down. Inside his body, his energy and blood 

thrashed about. A backflow of blood almost bursted out from his mouth, but he forcefully swallowed it 

back down. After swallowing the blood, his body felt as if it was floating.... His profound veins were 

thoroughly emptied, and the profound energy within his body was one and the same. And now, he was 

weakened to the point of being barely able to stand 

He slowly lifted his head, and looked in Xiao Luocheng’s direction. The corners of his mouth silently 

raised to become a satisfied arc. 



If you didn’t provoke me, you would still be the awe-inspiring Xiao Sect Outer Sect’s Young Sect Master, 

and would still be the publicly accepted number one of New Moon City’s younger generation. My 

arrogance is a type of self-protection. But your arrogance... is truly digging your own grave! 

Chapter 78 - Crippled! 

Saying that Xiao Luocheng was digging his own grave and courting death was not at all, unjustified. 

If he had remained calm and vigilant when he faced Yun Che instead of being undisciplined, mocking, 

and lofty, he would have immediately been able to sense how dreadful Yun Che’s “Falling Moon Sinking 

Star” was and thereby at once, use his sect’s profound movement skill to avoid it. 

Even if he could not dodge it, he could’ve immediately used all of his profound energy to protect his 

body...... His profound energy surpassed Yun Che by almost an entire profound realm. It was highly 

possible for Yun Che’s one move to not even be enough to inflict such a serious injury; it would at least, 

not injure him to his current state of near death. 

And after that, Yun Che, who had exhausted all of his profound energy like an oil lamp exhausting its oil, 

could be slaughtered as he wished. 

But in this world, there were only so many “what ifs”. 

It was undeniable that Xiao Luocheng was clever and quite shrewd. But unfortunately, he was up against 

Yun Che. Yun Che had two lives worth of experience in matters of battles, life and death, escaping, and 

scheming. In these aspects, it was unknown how much more experienced he was compared to Xiao 

Luocheng. In regards to scheming and being clever, Xiao Luocheng surpassed those of the same age. 

However, in front of Yun Che, he simply could not even be considered beneath his shoes.. 

From the very beginning, Yun Che displayed clear arrogance and extreme self-confidence to the point 

that he condescended others. Even in front of the seven sects, he did not exercise restraint and 

thoroughly offended them. In the eyes of others, being egotistical was only natural given his young age 

and being born with such astonishing innate talent; and at the same time, it gave him an image of 

growing up not knowing when to hold back, and protect oneself by staying low key. The five consecutive 

matches earlier had also deepen this image of his for everyone five successive times. This made 

everyone assume that even though this Yun Che was a genius, he was still far too young, for he had the 

arrogance and insolence that many youngsters have, and was simply not the least bit of shrewd and 

scheming. 

Almost everyone had believed this was so, and naturally, this included Xiao Luocheng. 

Furthermore, when he stepped up, aside from his impression of Yun Che being arrogant, he also thought 

that he was an ignorant fool. This made him even more contemptuous to the point that he regretted 

stepping up to deal with this kind of “blockhead”. 

Therefore, since the beginning of the match with Yun Che, he didn’t have even a trace of caution and 

wariness towards him. Under Yun Che’s silent lead, in the face of his second attack, he simply did not 

think of evading or defending, but instead loftily welcomed it. Furthermore, he only prepared seventy 

percent of his strength in order to dispose of him. 

By the time the two fists collided and he felt something was amiss, it was already too late. 



“Young... Young Sect Master!!” 

After a deathly silence, an extremely terrified roar sounded. The middle-aged man who came with Xiao 

Luocheng frantically rushed towards Xiao Luocheng; he was almost scratching and scrambling as all the 

other people from the Xiao Sect Branch hurriedly followed in a flurry. As they reached Xiao Luocheng 

and saw his injured condition up close, the middle-aged man’s entire body trembled. He hastily reached 

out to grasp Xiao Luocheng’s wrist. Immediately, his complexion greatly changed; he suddenly turned his 

head to look towards Yun Che with an extremely malevolent expression: “You little bastard, I... I’ll kill 

you!!” 

The middle-aged man’s body dispersed an extremely dense and hostile murderous aura as he violently 

roared. He abruptly charged at Yun Che as his right hand formed into a hook to grab his neck. Under the 

surge of the enormous profound energy, even the entirety of the Main Palace faintly shook. 

Yun Che was already utterly weakened at this moment. He did not even have the energy to stand up...... 

Even if he was at his peak condition, he fundamentally still would not be able to survive this one strike 

from the middle-aged man. 

“Freeze!!” 

With a loud roar, another silhouette flew up from the seats like a majestic eagle and swooped down 

toward the middle-aged man. The person was still ten meters away, yet a wave of enormous profound 

energy was already launched out and forced the middle-aged man far far away. 

This silhouette then also landed from mid-air and stood in front of Yun Che; it was exactly New Moon 

Profound Palace’s newly-appointed Palace Chief —— Qin Wuyou. 

Seeing the back of Qin Wuyou who stood in front of him, Yun Che made a contented smile. He had 

known that with his performance today, Qin Wuyou would use his full power to protect him no matter 

what happened. 

The moment Qin Wuyou moved, the entire palace was instantly shocked. Because that was the absolute 

strength of the Earth Profound Realm! As expected, this strength was extraordinary and was worthy of 

someone who came from Blue Wind Imperial City. The middle-aged man who was forced away furiously 

spoke with a gloomy expression: “Palace Chief Qin, what is the meaning of this? This little bastard 

actually went as far as to severely injure my family’s Young Sect Master; blood debts should be repaid in 

blood. Don’t tell me you’re still going to protect him?” 

“Ha ha,” Qin Wuyou however, faintly laughed, and asked in return: “Since I am New Moon Profound 

Palace’s Palace Chief, protecting my Palace disciples is right and proper. I actually want to question you 

back.... You are someone of an older generation, yet you suddenly moved to harm my Palace disciple. 

What is the meaning of this?" 

“What do I mean?” The middle-aged man ruefully laughed: “It was originally only an exchange of 

pointers, yet this little bastard actually heavily wounded my family’s Young Sect Master.... Right now, 

Young Sect Master’s left arm has shattered into twelve pieces; his entire arm can be considered as 

disabled. Almost half of his tendons inside his entire body has snapped, and even the profound veins are 

fractured; the profound energy has completely dispersed. He’s nearly crippled....” 



The heart of everyone inside the palace wildly jumped once, each time the middle-aged man said a 

sentence. When he said “profound energy completely dispersed, he’s nearly crippled”, the Main Palace 

went into an uproar. The color on the faces of people belonging to Xiao Sect’s Outer Sect turned a paler 

shade of ghastly white. 

Left arm disabled... Almost half of the tendons snapped... Profound veins fractured, profound energy 

completely dispersed... 

These words were undoubtedly telling them that this Xiao Sect Outer Sect’s Young Sect Master, who 

was the top talent, who carried the hopes of this Outer Sect in New Moon City, who was also the 

number one in the New Moon City’s younger generation, actually had been... 

Crippled! 

Crippled by Yun Che in one hit! 

Almost half of his tendons snapping, signified that his originally impressive talent would become even 

more inferior than an ordinary person’s. Profound Veins fracturing, meant that before the mending and 

repairing of his profound veins, it would be impossible for him to cultivate profound energy; even if the 

profound vein was mended, one could only start again from scratch... From today onwards, this number 

one whose name even shook five hundred kilometers away, would be reduced to a useless cripple, 

through and through. All of his glory, would entirely disappear without a trace. What he shall receive in 

the future would no longer be the reverence and awe of others, but would instead be mockery and 

apathy, both in the open and behind his back. 

In an instant, everyone felt as if an ice-cold aura had flooded into their spines and quickly spread 

throughout their entire body. The gaze that they used to look at Yun Che once again completely 

changed; from a gaze that was looking at a genius, it changed to one that seemed like they were looking 

at a monster. 

A first ranker of the Nascent Profound Realm, actually crippled a tenth ranker of the Nascent Profound 

Realm in one move! The person he crippled was even the Young Sect Master that Xiao Sect’s Outer Sect 

valued the most; the publicly accepted number one genius of New Moon City! 

A first ranker of the Nascent Profound Realm was actually able to directly cripple Xiao Luocheng in one 

hit; however, the mind-blowing shock brought up by this fact was only secondary. Every single person 

was able to forebode, that an earthquake would hit Xiao Sect’s Outer Sect.... And Xiao Sect’s Outer 

Sect’s earthquake, would signify a great earthquake within the all of New Moon City. 

This Yun Che, the trouble he had committed could be considered as the greatest and biggest in the 

entire history of New Moon City. They could imagine that what he would receive, may possibly be Xiao 

Sect’s Outer Sect’s most cruelest of revenge. 

As the middle-aged man spoke these words, Qin Wuyou also froze for a bit. Never would he have 

thought that the power of Yun Che’s strike from before would actually be this terrifying; to unexpectedly 

injure Xiao Luocheng to this extent. 

Even before Qin Wuyou replied, Yun Che, who was behind him already sneered aloud and slowly spoke 

with a feeble voice: “So? What are you planning to do? Before me and Xiao Luocheng started this spar, 



we had already promised each other; that no matter who received damage, and no matter how severe, 

we could only blame ourselves to be lacking, and would never blame the other. Furthermore, we even 

let everyone here be witnesses. I remember that time, you seemed to be the one who yelled the 

loudest. Yet now, when Xiao Luocheng received severe injuries, you suddenly wanted to attack me; is 

this your Xiao Sect’s way of doing things? Don’t tell me that your entire Xiao Sect is a treacherous group 

of despicable people, who can’t hold to their promises?" 

Right after Yun Che said these words, the middle-aged man’s expression suddenly wavered, but then 

immediately became even more sullen. The ice-cold murderous aura passed Qin Wuyou, and tightly 

locked onto Yun Che’s body, for he wished that he could rip Yun Che into shreds just by using that aura: 

“You... Shut the hell up! Even one hundred of your lives wouldn’t match up to a single finger on my 

family’s Young Sect Master! If I can’t kill you today, I, Xiao Zaihe would have lived in vain!!" 

After finished speaking, Xiao Zaihe took in a deep breath. His right hand swung out, and a current of 

storm-like profound energy shot straight for Yun Che. However, right after he attacked, Qin Wuyou 

waved his long sleeve and cleanly nullified Xiao Zaihe’s profound energy. He furiously growled: “Xiao 

Zaihe, if you dare attack my Palace disciple again, I won’t be this polite anymore!” 

“You!” Xiao Zaihe was clouded with rage: “Palace Chief Qin, are you trying to shred all cordiality with my 

Xiao Sect!” 

“Ha ha, this Qin of course never had this intention.” Qin Wuyou faintly laughed, but his expressions 

immediately darkened again: “However today, you violated my New Moon Profound Palace first! Before 

my Palace disciple Yun Che exchanged pointers with your Xiao Sect’s Young Sect Master, they had 

mutually promised to not pursue responsibilities no matter who gets severely injured in front of 

everyone. The fact that your Xiao Sect was the fastest to agree and never displayed the slightest bit of 

opposition, everyone in here are all witnesses! This Qin here even more so, saw and heard that clearly. 

Right now, you suddenly attacking my palace’s disciple, is killing without reason! For you to act in this 

way, was New Moon Profound Palace ever in your eyes!” 

“You Xiao Sect indeed cover the sky with one hand in New Moon City. But our New Moon Profound 

Palace would never let you push us around while staying silent. If you dare to attack my Palace disciple 

again, I, this Qin, will not mind to keep everyone from Xiao Sect who arrived today, here!!” 

From the start of the banquet, Qin Wuyou had always appeared very calm and modest. No matter 

toward whom, he always kept a smiling face; it could be said that he didn’t have the slightest bit of a 

sect master’s imposing aura. He looked like he was easy to get along with, and even gave of a feeling 

that he could easily be pushed around. But the speech at this time, every single word was ear-shaking 

and majestic; even when facing against Xiao Sect, there wasn’t the slightest hint of fear and 

submissiveness. 

All four of New Moon Profound Palace’s Elders who came today stood up in excitement; the gaze in 

which they looked at Qin Wuyou was filled with a scorching passion. What they were currently facing 

was the powerful Xiao Sect’s Outer Sect; they had even never dared to think, that one day, New Moon 

Profound Palace would actually dare to unyieldingly speak with Xiao Sect to such an extent. Although 

the previous Palace Chief’s abilities were outstanding, and during his five years of appointment he was 

extremely dignified inside the palace, he had always been careful when facing the seven sects; even if 



oppressed, he would always swallow the humiliation. Especially when facing the Burning Heaven Clan 

and Xiao Sect; it was almost to the degree of submission. 

Yet this newly appointed Palace Chief Qin, coldly faced Xiao Sect in order to protecting a Palace disciple, 

and didn’t even hesitate to speak out vicious words like “would not mind to keep everyone from Xiao 

Sect that arrived today, here”... No! This was absolutely not just simple vicious words; Qin Wuyou’s 

complexion that commanded respect, as well as the aura he emitted, all attesting that.... He was 

definitely serious. 

“You!!” Xiao Zaihe’s expression turned incomparably ugly. His Xiao Sect covered New Moon City’s sky 

with one hand and he had never been treated like this before. As he turned around and looked at the 

Xiao Luocheng’s miserable state, his entire body trembled, yet he could no longer speak any more 

vicious words... That “life and death consent form” earlier, with the entire audience as witness, was like 

a pile of feces that splattered all over his face and chest. At the same time, Qin Wuyou was able to 

rescind his charged attack with one arbitrary swing of a hand; which indicated that this Qin Wuyou was 

at least an entire profound realm above him in terms of cultivation.... Which was at the fifth level of 

Earth Profound Realm or higher! It couldn’t even be said how much stronger he was in comparison to 

the previous Palace Chief; even when compared to the Sect Master of his Xiao Sect’s Outer Sect, Qin 

Wuyou was in no way, inferior! 

With this kind of strength, even his Xiao Sect had no choice but to fear him. It was no wonder why he 

dared to be so unyielding. 

Since he persisted on protecting Yun Che, it was completely impossible to achieve anything with the 

people his Xiao Sect had brought today. 

“Good, very good!” Xiao Zaihe’s lips trembled: “Today’s incident, as well as Palace Chief Qin’s words, I, 

Xiao Zaihe.... has firmly remembered them! Today’s favor, our Xiao Sect.... On a later day, will 

definitely.... Repay it a hundredfold!!” 

“Let’s leave!” 

As they lifted the dying Xiao Luocheng with incredible care, the few people from Xiao Sect’s Outer Sect 

departed in a brisk pace. As they were leaving, every single one of them all carried a heavy air that 

surged with hostility. 

“If your Xiao Sect is willing to use Purple Veined Heaven Crystal, it wouldn’t be impossible to completely 

repair Xiao Luocheng’s destroyed tendons and profound veins.” Qin Wuyou said with an indifferent and 

calm expression as he watched their retreating backs. 

Xiao Zaihe’s footsteps paused for a bit. He grimly answered: “No need for Palace Chief Qin’s reminder.... 

Go!” 

Chapter 79 - Qin Wuyou 

After the departure of those who belonged to Xiao Sect’s Outer Sect, the main palace was filled with 

deadly silence; some people looked at each other in dismay, some people started to gnash their teeth, 

and some rejoiced at other’s misfortune while some became restless. 



But there was one thing that was certain; the Xiao Sect’s Outer Sect would not just let this matter rest. 

With the Xiao Sect Outer Sect’s power, they would never accept even the slightest bullying and 

humiliation, let alone the public crippling of their young sect master, who was their number one super 

genius that appeared only once in a century. 

At this time, the entire atmosphere of the event had completely changed. The crippling of Xiao 

Luocheng had made everyone present, unable to have a peace of mind. Yet Qin Wuyou on the other 

hand, looked unexpectedly calm and composed. He turned to face the heads of the six major sects and 

chuckled: “This Qin is extremely guilty of letting our esteemed guests be startled. *Sigh* This was 

originally suppose to be a friendly exchange of pointers between two young and capable talents. Who 

would have thought that my Palace disciple would accidentally lose control, which resulted in such an 

outcome. This Qin has honestly been caught unprepared.” 

“But the good thing is, before my Palace disciple Yun Che and Xiao Luocheng had exchanged hands, they 

promised to not look into the matter if any one of them became seriously injured. But in case Xiao Sect 

breaks their promise, I would like all the friends here who witnessed it to say a few words of justice.” 

After he finished speaking, Qin Wiyou swept a gentle gaze at every one present. After taking note of 

their complexion, his gaze finally stopped on Cloudy Sun Sect’s Head Elder Yan Zizai. He beamed as he 

said: “This Qin remembers that the first person who stood out and offered to be a witness for the two 

juniors, was Elder Yan. As Cloudy Sun Sect’s Head Elder, Elder Yan’s reputation and word naturally 

carries a great amount of weight; if Elder Yan could say some words of justice when that time comes, I 

presume that Xiao Sect would not blacken their name and come make trouble without reason. Am I 

right, Elder Yan?” 

All gazes instantly fell on Yan Zizai. Yan Zizai felt a wave of awkwardness spread throughout his entire 

body. After standing up, he gave a forced laugh and replied obscurely: “What Palace Chief Qin had said 

is naturally... reasonable. However, we cannot guess how Xiao Sect is going to handle this... This old man 

suddenly remembers that there are still important matters left unfinished back within the Sect that 

requires my immediate return... If Palace Chief Qin is free in the future, you are always welcome to visit 

our Cloudy Sun Sect.” 

After finished speaking, Yan Zizai quickly took his sect’s disciples and quickly exited without waiting for 

Qin Wuyou’s reply. 

With Cloudy Sun Sect taking the lead, the other sects also found various reasons to take their leave. 

Since such a major event occurred today, they naturally had to immediately report about it as soon as 

they returned to their respective sects, and discuss how to handle what was coming next. Before Tie 

Hengjun left, even though he hesitated for a moment, he still walked to Yun Che’s side, took out a 

vermillion-colored pill and softly said: “Brother Yun, this is our mid-grade Profound Recovering Pellet 

specially made by our Iron Spear Clan’s medical hall. It ought to help you recover faster.” 

Yun Che, also, did not retreat as he reached to take the pill, and threw it straight into his mouth before 

smiling: “Many thanks, Brother Tie.” 

Tie Hengjun hesitated a little more before opening his mouth again: “Brother Yun, Xiao Luocheng was 

not only the number one amongst New Moon City’s younger generation, but had even carried the hopes 

of Xiao Sect Outer Sect’s future. Now that he has been crippled by Brother Yun, Xiao Sect will definitely 



not let this matter rest. Even though this Xiao Sect is only one of the few hundred branches of the Main 

Sect, they still carry a large amount of power and influence; one that far surpasses what Brother Yun can 

imagine. They are definitely not someone Brother Yun can fight against... So, I would suggest for Brother 

Yun to immediately leave New Moon City; the faster the better... This is definitely not a coward’s way of 

running; first protect your life, and then think of what to do next. As long as you are alive, you can 

always come back again.” 

Yun Che’s heart immediately became touched when he saw sincere concern in Tie Hengjun’s eyes. He 

nodded seriously: “Rest assured Brother Tie, since I dared to act in this way, I naturally thought of how I 

would handle the following consequences. I thank Brother Tie for his kind words of advice.” 

As the guests continued to leave one after another, after a few minutes, only the people of New Moon 

Profound Palace were left in the hall. At this time, New Moon Profound Palace’s disciples of every rank 

swarmed to surround Yun Che in every direction. 

“Junior Brother Yun, this is the Healing Medicine made by our Medical Department; regardless of 

whether it’s external or internal injuries, its effectiveness is very good.” Quite a few disciples took out 

the best healing medicine at hand and one after another, rushed to be the first to stuff them in Yun 

Che’s hands. 

“Junior Brother Yun, did you really just join us Profound Department disciples today? It’s still really 

unbelievable; how could a genius, more talented than those in the seven sects, appear in our New Moon 

Profound Palace!” A seventeen to eighteen year old girl excitedly asked as her pair of pretty eyes sized 

up Yun Che’s body over and over again. 

“Tch! So what of the geniuses in the seven sects, our Junior Brother Yun is the one who crippled Xiao 

Luocheng... and in only one move! Xiao Luocheng was the number one in our New Moon City’s younger 

generation. Since our Junior Brother Yun had crippled even him, in that case, isn’t Junior Brother Yun the 

new ‘Number One’?” 

“Rightly said! The number one of our younger generation is actually in our New Moon Profound Palace... 

This is simply like a dream!” 

“Junior Brother Yun, where are you from? Are you really only sixteen this year? Even though you look so 

young, you’re actually this strong; it’s really hard for people to believe that you’re only sixteen...” 

Almost everyone’s gaze were focused onto Yun Che. Included among those were respect, worship, 

admiration, and of course, there was no lack of jealous envy. If Yun Che had shown his power in other 

circumstances, or under the stage, it would not have triggered such a result. However, in today’s event, 

not only did Yun Che’s strength shock the entire audience, he also helped New Moon Profound Palace 

get back at the seven sects after years of suppression. This made them overflow with admiration and 

surprise for Yun Che, along with a bit more of gratitude. 

Li Hao walked over while clutching his chest. He gave Yun Che a gratified nod and said: “Junior Brother 

Yun, thank you for avenging my previous defeat. Even though it’s a bit of a shameless boast for me to 

say this, but... if anyone dares to bully you in the palace, I will be the first to not let him off.” 

“Haha, count me in too.” Li Hao’s cousin, Li Haoran, also said as he laughed out loud. 



“Brother-in-law, so it turns out you’re actually this powerful!” Xia Yuanba did not care about the injuries 

on his body and also came squeezing over. He looked at Yun Che with shimmering eyes: “I always 

thought that the person I would worship the most was my sister. In the future, the person I’ll worship 

the most will be you, brother-in-law.” 

“Okay now, let’s not all crowd around Junior Brother Yun. Even though he wasn’t seriously injured, he 

still exhausted a large amount of profound energy. He wouldn’t be able to take all this commotion.” 

Lan Xueruo could be said to have the highest reputation amongst the disciples of New Moon Profound 

Palace. No matter her strength, looks, temperament, or her personality, every male and female disciples 

within the Profound Palace were deeply subdued by her. With just a short sentence, it was enough to 

calm down the entire surrounding. Lan Xueruo walked to Yun Che’s side and said worriedly: “Junior 

Brother Yun, if you had only injured Xiao Luocheng, then all is still negotiable. But now, not only is Xiao 

Luocheng injured, he is also crippled. Xiao Sect will definitely come for revenge; I can’t say it for sure, 

but they may even come here right now. Regarding this matter, they may not adhere to their promise of 

‘not looking into this matter’. Out of everyone in all of New Moon City, there are no forces who can 

make them uphold their promise... What do you plan to do?” 

After listening to Lan Xueruo’s words, every disciples’ excitement instantly cooled down as they all 

became incomparably solemn. They all clearly understood how large of a force Xiao Sect was in New 

Moon City. In regards to this incident where Xiao Luocheng became crippled, they were able to imagine 

just how fierce Xiao Sect’s revenge would be. Xiao Sect’s revenge... Within New Moon City, who was 

able to handle it? 

Perhaps Yun Che’s only choice, was to immediately leave New Moon City; the further the better. 

“Heheheheh. You guys don’t need to worry about this incident.” 

Following a wave of gentle laughter, Qin Wuyou walked over while chuckling: “As Palace Chief, I will 

naturally protect the disciples of our Palace, you guys need not worry. If I let Xiao Sect bully my disciples 

right after my appointment, I won’t have enough face to continue to remain in New Moon Profound 

Palace.” 

“Honorable Palace Chief.” As Qin Wuyou approached, the disciples all respectfully greeted him one after 

another. Compared to former Palace Chief Zhou, this Palace Chief Qin was more gentle and also much 

more mysterious; his strength was even higher by who knows how many times. Even in Blue Wind 

Imperial City, his strength was enough to place him into the master’s ranking. In this New Moon City, his 

strength even more so, did not lose to any of the Sect Masters of those seven sects. The fact that such a 

person had actually arrived in New Moon City to become its Palace Chief, caused quite a number of 

people to be greatly surprised. 

“Honorable Palace Chief.” Yun Che also respectfully greeted, with a somewhat bizarre gaze. 

Qin Wuyou slightly nodded his head, looked at Yun Che, and asked with deep concern: “Yun Che, how is 

your physical condition?” 

Yun Che smiled slightly: “Not so good, but if it’s just talking, there’s no problem at all.” 



Qin Wuyou was stumped for a bit. Then, a helpless smile flashed across his face as he said: “In that case, 

then accompany me for a chat... Elders, bring the disciples back to the Profound Department. As for this 

main hall, get someone to clean it after half an hour.” 

Since the elders knew that Qin Wuyou wanted to talk to Yun Che alone, they replied as the same time 

before leaving with the rest of the disciples. 

As he stepped out of the Main Palace’s main entrance, Murong Ye turned around to take another look 

at Yun Che. Jubilation flashed across his face as he sneered at his misfortune: To actually cripple Xiao 

Luocheng... Let’s see how you’re going to die now! 

Only Yun Che and Qin Wuyou were left in the spacious Main Palace. In the midst of the quiet, the two 

silently faced each other and did not speak for quite a long time. Confronting this mysterious Palace 

Chief who possessed such a formidable background, Yun Che’s gaze was serene; as for Qin Wuyou, he 

was the one who had a somewhat complicated gaze. 

Finally, it was Qin Wuyou who spoke first as he bitterly laughed: *Sigh* “In my entire life full of awe-

inspiring authority, I’d never expect that I would still be ruthlessly played by such a small child... Not only 

that, I clearly knew that I was being played, yet I still had no choice but to jump in.” 

Yun Che also laughed. He laughed apologetically while giving a junior’s respectful bow: “This junior 

overestimated his own abilities and had let Palace Chief Qin watch such a farce.” 

“You can do away with this kind of conventional talk.” Qin Wuyou waved his hand. His face became 

bitter before suddenly saying: “You were so sure that I would do whatever it took to protect you? This is 

the first time I have met you and it is also your first time meeting me. I have only arrived at New Moon 

City for only a month and the people I know may be plenty, but it could be said that there are none who 

truly know me. Then where did you get your confidence from? You must know that if I had even the 

slightest of hesitations, this little life of yours could have ended right here. If it was someone else, within 

ten of them, nine and a half would not hesitate; no matter how talented you are, they would 

immediately hand you straight to Xiao Sect... Who you have crippled was indeed their Xiao Sect’s Young 

Sect Master, and their future hopes!” 

Yun Che slightly curled his lips. He looked Qin Wuyou in the eye and said: “To fully understand a person, 

one would normally need a few years, around a decade, or even a few decades. However, if one wanted 

to know a person’s fundamental nature, only observing his eyes would be enough. What does Palace 

Chief think?” 

Chapter 80 - Yun Che’s Intentions 

“Oh?” Qin Wuyou was taken aback once again, because the reply he had received from Yun Che was not 

one that should have come from a youngster of only sixteen. Instead, it seemed more like it had been 

said by a sophisticated middle-ager, or even an elderly person. 

“You really believe in me that much... No, you trust your feelings to such a degree?” Qin Wuyou 

increasingly felt that Yun Che was unusual and out of the ordinary. 

“Pretty much.” Yun Che said with a smile. But, aside from himself, no one else could have understood 

the real meaning behind his smile. In the past, the people who were after his life were simply 



innumerable and were spread all over the continent; other than that girl which he felt guilty toward 

throughout his entire life, every person he had met was probably after his life. 

One encounter, two, ten, a thousand, ten thousand... After that, he could tell whether they had the 

intention to kill him with a glance into their eyes; he could separate their spoken truth from their 

pretense, sieve the virtuous from the evil. This was a skill one could only learn after surviving countless 

experiences from the brink of death. Everything from these accumulated experiences was impossible to 

even express with words, and was simply impossible for others to comprehend. 

This was also the reason why Xiao Luocheng made up his mind to destroy him; however, he met with 

Yun Che’s most merciless of retaliations on the spot... Because even if he had been more shrewd, he 

could not have hidden his intentions from Yun Che’s eyes that saw through one’s heart. 

“That being said, even if Honorable Palace Chief’s personality had been outside of my expectations, I am 

after all, a disciple of New Moon Profound Palace; even if Palace Chief had wanted otherwise, it is still 

unlikely that you would’ve allowed others to bring harm to your disciple in your own territory, right?” 

Yun Che asked while smiling. 

Qin Wuyou replied with a stiff face: “You only joined New Moon Profound Palace today; with your status 

as a new disciple, you would not be that to New Moon Profound Palace no matter how sentimental you 

are. However from the start, you had brought up and professed that you were a disciple of New Moon 

Profound Palace more than ten times, and even repeatedly brought up that you were fighting so New 

Moon Profound Palace would not be bullied. I had always found it rather strange at the time. Only when 

you methodically placed the disciples of the seven sects in checkmate; disgraced them, repeatedly 

provoked their bottomline, acted wildly and excessively, mocked and ridiculed them, and also spared no 

expense until every single one of them had been offended, did I realize that the one who had been 

endlessly professing himself as ‘a disciple of New Moon Profound Palace’, had done it to remind me of 

this.” 

Yun Che did not deny it and nodded while replying with an awfully calm disposition: “As expected of 

Honorable Palace Chief, it was impossible to hide this junior’s thoughts from Palace Chief.” 

“Hmph, you absolutely had no intention to hide it from me.” Qin Wuyou’s expression sunk: “Only, I 

completely do not understand the purpose behind your deliberate actions. What benefits would you 

gain by provoking them and inciting their rage? Don’t tell me you were doing it simply to show off. Haah, 

it would have been fine with just these; but after all that, you even did not hesitate to heavy handedly 

cripple Xiao Luocheng, do you know what kind of disaster you have wrought? Today, within New Moon 

Profound Palace’s territory, I can indeed protect you for the time being; but with regards to Xiao Sect’s 

revenge, even if they are just an outer sect, I cannot easily obstruct them.” 

“I cannot easily obstruct them.” In other words, he could obstruct them; just that he would need to 

expend some more effort to do so. This fact caused Yun Che to feel astonished. With the kind of power 

and influence the Xiao Sect held in New Moon City, this newly appointed Palace Chief could actually say 

such words with regards to the Xiao Sect; one could as well imagine that the power backing him could 

not be less than remarkable. 

The fact that this kind of person, of all people, had come to assume the position of New Moon City’s 

Palace Chief, was somewhat thought-provoking. 



“This junior indeed has his own motive. But Xiao Luocheng’s matter was outside of my original 

intentions. I believe that with Honorable Palace Chief’s perceptiveness, it should be clear that Xiao 

Luocheng’s intention behind challenging me, was in order to ruin me.” 

Qin Wuyou didn’t speak, and showed his tacit agreement with the expression in his eyes. 

Yun Che frowned: “Against someone who I had no quarrels or enmity with, yet still wished to destroy 

me, I have absolutely no reason to be modest with my actions. If possible, I would kill him, and if 

otherwise, cripple him. Regardless of who he is, I would never hold back... This is one of the most basic 

principles of how I handle my affairs.” 

Yun Che words actually caused chills to run down Qin Wuyou’s spine. He noticed he was completely 

unable to read this youth, and wondered what kind of experiences a sixteen year old could have gone 

through that would result in such an expression in his eyes and character. Silently inhaling a breath of 

air, he avoided the topic of Xiao Luocheng and asked: “Then why exactly did you purposely provoke the 

seven sects?” 

“I need three things.” Answered Yun Che. 

“Three things?” 

Yun Che spelt out clearly: “One, a person and place that would allow me to cultivate profound strength 

rapidly; two, enemies and pressure that would let me develop even further; three, a person who could 

still allow me to possess the first thing while I face against the second.” 

Yun Che’s words caused Qin Wuyou feel perplexed for a while. After thinking deeply for a bit, he asked: 

“I still don’t understand what you’re after.” 

“Very simple.” Yun Che continued: “Within three years, I want to reach the Earth Profound Realm!” 

“What!” Qin Wuyou’s eyes widened: “Three years? Earth Profound Realm? What are you smoking!” 

Yun Che: “....”. 

“Don’t tell me that you’re serious?” Seeing Yun Che’s current expression, Qin Wuyou felt bewildered. 

Standing before him, was a youth who actually proclaimed that he wanted to advance from the Nascent 

Profound Realm to the Earth Profound Realm, within three years! And judging by his complexion and 

the gaze in his eyes, he was clearly very serious when saying those words. 

“Of course I’m serious.” Nodded Yun Che: “There is a reason why I need to reach the Earth Profound 

Realm within three years.” 

Qin Wuyou fell taciturn. After a looking at Yun Che for a period of time, he suddenly spoke: “Yun Che, do 

you know at what age did I reach the Earth Profound Realm? 

Yun Che: “.....” 

“When I was at the age of sixteen, my Profound strength was at the fifth level of the Nascent Profound 

Realm, and could be counted as my household’s top genius at that time. Of course, even though I was 

ahead of you by half a realm then, I still would have not been able to be your match. Later, I reached the 

True Profound Realm at the age of nineteen, the Spirit Profound realm at twenty-eight, and hit the peak 



of the Spirit Profound Realm at thirty-eight before getting stuck in a bottleneck for a full six years, to 

only reach the Earth Profound Realm at the age of forty-four. Even though this was so, entering the 

Earth Profound Realm at forty-four, I am still considered a one-in-ten thousand genius within all of Blue 

Wind Empire. It has been fifteen years since I entered the Earth Profound Realm, and have finally 

reached the sixth level... Only, within this lifetime, I probably do not have the qualifications to enter the 

Sky Profound Realm.” 

“As for reaching the Earth Profound Realm from the Nascent Profound Realm within three years,” Qin 

Wuyou shook his head as he said: “At least within my entire lifetime’s worth of knowledge and news, 

there has never been a person who has done so. Even thinking about doing so would be too far-fetched. 

Not even mentioning the Earth Profound Realm, reaching the True Profound Realm from the first level 

of the Nascent Profound Realm, if accomplished, it would be a feat rarer than phoenix feathers and 

unicorn horns.” 

“What may be impossible for others does not mean that it would be impossible for me. Even today; 

would you have imagined that with my power of a first ranker at the Nascent Profound Realm, I would 

able to cripple Xiao Luocheng? Spat Yun Che. 

Qin Wuyou’s expression turned rigid. He shook his head and laughed in spite of himself: “Looks like you 

were completely serious.” He sighed: “The time of youth is certainly great; no matter how daunting or 

difficult a goal might be, it can only cause those of us whose fates are already set in stone to feel envy, 

and thirst for its realization. However, after telling me so much, and even revealing your three year plan 

to me, aren’t you afraid that I might not even help you? Come to think of it, I don’t have a reason to help 

you at all. After all is said and done, this is the first day that we’ve been acquainted. No matter what 

your objective is, what does that have to do with me?” 

“This decision is completely up to Honorable Palace Chief.” Yun Che looked straight at him and said: 

“About what I’ve said previously, if there wasn’t anything to pave the way before I told Honorable 

Palace Chief about it, I believe Honorable Palace Chief would only take it as a joke. However, after my 

unsparing performance at the banquet, Honorable Palace Chief should have least a shred of belief in my 

words; even if ninety-nine percent of it would still be disbelief. But even with only one percent of 

acceptance.... do you not wish to take in one who would break history and shake the continent; and 

know that an exceptional genius reached the Earth Profound Realm before the age of twenty, under 

your guidance?” 

These words caused Qin Wuyou to be moved for a bit. However, he immediately chuckled: “On this 

point, you’ve gotten it wrong. Regarding your ambition, I quite admire it, and believe you are capable of 

such wild ambition and willpower. But you are still young; you are still in the Nascent Profound Realm, 

and you do not understand how difficult the path of cultivating the profound could be. Amongst these 

will be many complications and bottlenecks that cannot be surpassed with simple talent, perseverance 

and hard work. And I, who is still walking on the path of profound cultivation for fifty years, understand 

this ten times better than you do. So I can believe that within three years, it is possible to enter the True 

Profound Realm from the Nascent Profound Realm. However, to enter the Earth Profound Realm, I 

completely cannot believe it, and neither would anyone else.” 

“However, with regards to today’s events, I will spare no effort in shielding you. After all, you are a 

disciple of New Moon Profound Palace, and I am its Palace Chief. The Palace Chief protecting his 



disciple; now that is only right and proper. Besides, after the banquet today, your name will definitely 

reverberate throughout New Moon City; so much that your reputation will be known in a thousand mile 

radius. My New Moon Profound Palace will also become famous because of this. If you were to one day 

reach the Earth Profound Realm or even the Sky Profound Realm, then New Moon Profound Palace 

would also be honored in your name. As for a disciple like you, New Moon Profound Palace has not seen 

such a talent for over a century; therefore, no matter what happens, I will ensure your safety. Of course, 

this is for both New Moon Profound Palace as well as myself.” 

“However, what I can shoulder for you are only those that appear on the surface. The Xiao Sect will 

definitely have hidden methods to exert their revenge, and it would be impossible for me to completely 

protect you. If there ever comes a situation where I cannot reach you, you will then have to rely on 

yourself.” 

Qin Wuyou’s words cause Yun Che to feel slightly disappointed; however, even though it was not the 

best possible outcome, it was still within his expectations. At once, he spoke as he clasped fists in 

courtesy: “I am grateful to Honorable Palace Chief for your promise. I’ve only just entered, yet I have 

already caused a huge inconvenience to the Profound Palace; this Junior also feels ashamed about this. 

However, Honorable Palace Chief can rest assured. About today’s matter, I will also put in my utmost 

effort to solve it on my own and not makes things too difficult for Honorable Palace Chief.” 

“Ha ha, there’s no need for you to be overly concerned.” Qin Wuyou faintly smiled: “They had originally 

come to haze me and demonstrate who was the boss around here, yet you’ve helped me return a slap 

to the face back at them. Even if I disregarded my position as Palace Chief, I ought to still protect you. A 

word of thanks should also be natural, haha.....” 

———————————— 

Having finished conversing with Qin Wuyou, Yun Che dragged his somewhat feeble body out of the main 

hall, and brooded along the way. 

“It looks like you’re somewhat disappointed.” Came Jasmine’s cold and tender voice. 

“That’s right.” Yun Che couldn’t help but shake his head: “I had originally wanted to use that ‘mighty 

goal’ of mine and today’s performance to rouse Qin Wuyou; to let him be moved to the point where he 

would take me in as his personal disciple. Like this, New Moon Profound Palace’s various Profound Skills 

and resources would become accessible at my convenience whenever possible. However looking at it, I 

truly was naive in my thinking.” 

“Hmph! It’s the first day you two met, and he doesn’t even understand your ins and outs. How would he 

possibly make such a rash and impulsive decision.” Jasmine said disdainfully: “What’s more, your 

performance was excessively gaudy and far surpassed what others at your age should be capable of. 

This might let him admire you and make him unable to see through your motives, but at the same time 

he would instinctively be vigilant towards you, or even feel threatened. How could it possibly have gone 

according to what you wished for?” 

Yun Che’s feet stopped, as an epiphany arrived in his heart: “You’re right. My actions were somewhat 

excessive.” 



“What are you planning to do next? About the crippling of Xiao Luocheng, the Xiao Sect will never just 

let it go. Killing you right away would even be considered light!” 

“This would actually be pretty easy to handle.” Yun Che nonchalantly laughed as a somewhat crafty 

feeling emanated from his smile: “This incident is self-inflicted by Xiao Luocheng, anyways. If I didn’t 

have a trump card to play at that time, the one to be crippled would not be him but instead, me. If they 

simply accepted this matter, I’ll also just brush this issue off. Otherwise, if they really would like to find 

trouble with me... I have no lack of means to put their entire sect in a situation where they’d fly like 

chickens and run like dogs, with their tails between their legs!” 

“As for the ‘protection’ Qin Wuyou spoke of, it would be best to have it; but it wouldn’t matter even if I 

don’t!” 

 


